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WHOLE OF RUSSIA
Is Becoming Alarmed Over
the Great Strike.
COUNTRY NOW ISOLATED
FROM REST OF EUROPE.
•
Workmen Must Relent, Starve or Pil-
lage, Which Would Call for
Bloodshed or Ruin.
SITUATION CANN:, .'
CONTINUE VERY LONG.
•
St. ,Petersburg, Oct, a6.—Ruseia is
praetically iisolated today from the
rad of the continent of Europe, as
the internationtd trills service on all
the lines has virtually ceased
The tie-up in the interior -is more
complete than yesterday. The only
trains running are operated by the
railroad battalions. ,
The strike ton:tenon is preading.
All classes of worlanen are organiz-
ing sympathetic strikes, and induarial
life in the country is corning to g
standstill.
The sivation nament long continsiej
Either the workmen Will *obit be
!starved into submissioas v• pillage
with afilitary ineeilletteirs slid Wood-
shed on a large soak are bound to
follow.- 
_
•••••1111.10.411.
- Question tit 'loud.
At 11uscow doo cabinet, kave al-
ready ltnaght the strikers, whom they
charge with taking the bread out of
their modtba. In many eldest, eapec-
luny xi Moscow. the questiat of fond
is becoming extremely serious..
Collisions between troops and the
strikers are reported to have excite-
rs., at several place,. 4t Akaterin-
nialsv a regular pitched battle 'between
the soieLiers and etrikerr was fought,
aal. .*as left in darkness. But
revoNutionary leaders are
men in hand.
order the garrison of
St. g has been placed under
the =I of Gcn. Trepoff, assist-
ant of the interior, who is
lieldorespons:bis tor ow safety and
or*, of the cifOtal and the troops
diatnionted in variosis parts of the
eit,y, but martial law, with its teem-
Peelaff borthalito to the
 People, has
eal been preiplaineet. The garrison
of St. Petersburg has hitherto been
included ita the military (*strict of St.
Petersburg, of which Grand Duke
Vladimir 4* eallef.
NII the naissistere tadcy were in
conicia ace with Gen. Trepoff. They
are dehhesating on an vniarged law
of a ss•itibli. t
•nnnunicat on .by telegraph with
fl An y interior points is interrupted.
The w9c.countty is becoming alarm
N, In St. Petersburg an incipient
pen* Prevails. The boat* and the
Flimisb Wins, now the ottly means
of egrets, are crowded with people
fleeing abroad. The situation here
has grown much worse over r.;itst.
mono IAborers Out.
The Tanks of the neoo workmen
limn the mils an4 factories who join-
ed the strikers Yesterday were in-
creased 14 ak000 more this morning.
AN the employes of the.... vat, 4,000 id
number, walked out and 12,000 other
meth from the *eel works left vork
ins body. n
Tha' inhabillgtets cf St. Petersturt
invoke to find:the capital, resembling
a behaguerul silty. The shops in the
Vaniflostry district; and in the rub-
tub; are eloned, windows are boarded'
nil hailed and mounted( patrols are
i• fie seen everiwbetta in the streets.
Except in the beart of the city,
tesarkenen are afraid to venture out.
Warkined are gathering at all places
ncnnented in the dash of Father Gap
nie hut they are quiet and the Cos-
oicks• have no prostricadon to inter-
fere. The general appearance of the
e own le menacing.
The price, of food have rdue up
1;1.4 the supply of beef is only evffi-
aient for three nays, but there are am
Pie ntentire of Wheat ,Ind Pye for two
ne nil'. The emperor and the court
at St. lAtterhei are supplied by a was
drip from St. Petertibtirg. Ate the
arkurean affmat it have harden
lay in (supplies and stood a
siege. The suffering falls heavily on
nw poor who live from licaralt to
mouth.
Famine in Meat.
All the bakers *old out their bread
before worm, the rtie34 dealers have
been ordered by the revolutionists
Dot to dlealver. inleat to the troops tin-
4r pp4ft Of death, and dinsequenily
de soldier) are living_ on termed
IrCocr The luttchers - have notified
their patrons thief at he meatk ket
,heilrinsinhaav lie doted he-
tabvi 'ef lack of meat t St
AND SCOTT OVERTON, RUBE
GREENWELL AND STEVE
MICKEY GET IN DEEP.
The United States Court Yesterday
at Jacksonh Tenn., Fined Them
and Gave Jail Sentence.
Yesterdayfat Jackson, Term., in the
United Steam court a fine of $ioo
apiece and eight months in jail was
given Scott Overton, Rube Greenorell
and Steve Mickey, all colored yen of
Paducah, on the charge ohseiling in
t ox ic at ing liquors aboard the negro
exturOon train August 8th, without
a license.
Overton is the negro who rum a
saloon on South Teeth street in this
city, while Rube Greenwell and Steve
Mickey are colored porters for the
N., C. & St. L. railroal depot here,
where they have worked ear many
'years and vows trusted employes. On
the 8th day of Auguit the N, C. &
St. L. run a colored excursion into.
this city from Jackson, Tenn., and
,Superintendent Hills gave the three
daricies a baggage mech. with per-
mission to sell agars, sandwicisee and
' asset other tbingerto the pleasure seek
era, but wonted than against trying
tn dispose of anything intoxicating.
The negroes went to Jackson, from
whence the train started, and in stew-
their baggage car disrevarded the
orders of the superintendent, and
;took beer aboard and sold it as "beer
line' which is supposed to be, non-in-toxicating. A. the train passed Lex-
,ingtors. Tense, on its way here the
United Steeee trairsbal boarded same
, and bought some of the beerine. He
then got off and had it tested and
found it to be canntion been with allit, ingredients of an item-Watts* on-
tare. When the train came back that
night he arrested edi three of the der
kies, who were held over to the fed-
eral grand jury which recently return
rd true bifis against the trio, and they
were yesterday each giver the $too
fine and eight month, in jail.
CHILD DIED.
Louis Boatwright's Litde Girl Died—
Mr. blathen's Cousin Dead.
ter
Fannie. the 16-montwVi-g;iltd daugh-
oil Mr. Inman Boat , died of
malarial fever at the family theme op
a sbantyboat at the loot of Monroe
street. It expired yesterday morning
and will be bared this morning at
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Robert Wathen, the saloonkeep
er, has regeived word that last Satur-
day his. cousin, Mies Rosa Wathen,
of near Morganfield, Ky.. was eating
in front of an open grate reading,
when her clothing iarited and , She
aas horned to death.
An'
WARM CAMPAIGN.t
Brass Bands and Big Speakers !or
Litringston County.
Mr T D Pressnell, of the Smith-
laixl band, was here yesterday to en-
gage Prof. Dean's band that will be
used by the Livingdoni county demo-
crats next week in campaigning
through thie county, preparatory for
the November election. •
The Lteingsaton county candidates
have aecursakthe service's of Horet
,John K. Hendrick for ea Ranker of
stump speeches next week, in helping
them with their fight
ABOUT TO GET A KING.
Christiana, Norway, Oct. 26.—The
government at a secret session of
Storthing yesterday asked to be en-
dowed wilt full power to negotiate
with Printre Charles; of, Tnekmark for
his acceptance ea the crown of Nor-
way on the understanding the peopl
of Illorwey neht,dacisiooi
te 4orthitsi &Owe by
a r-kbrentliant
Petersburg scboohl were closed to-
day. 
.
I
The great strike promises to de-
lay and poesibty interrupt the nego-
tiations for the new Russian •loan.
The international bankers who: are
'here do' not seem Etireatly disturbed
by) the eituatiore, although they are
constantly in receipt of threatening
letters from the revOlutiorvists warns
ing them that if they contract a loan
without the consent of the national
assembly it wild be repudiated. New'
ertheielso they are not disposed to
close with the government until the
situation has cleared up.
The fact that the strike may 
1
jeo-
pardize the weecess of the loan is
one a the m i 
the government and snakes tfe for-
eign baniaers the unconecious allies
of the advocates of the far-reaching
reforms which are about to uchhros
mulgated
ni
HEADLESS BODY
DEAD MAN'S REMAINS WITH-
OT HEAD FOUND UNDER
HOUSE.
People at Wickliffe Express Belief
That Italians Killed Sick Mem-
ber of Their Parise
A message recived over the long
distance telephone last evening ft am
a well known Paducah man who was
in Wickliffe on business, stated that
that little village was all agog ovee
the discovery the day before of the
Terrains of a headkss man under-
neath a house ocupiedi bast week by
a crowd of about thirty Italians who
SOLD
 BEERINt
 
.havde aronunwd trantg o
man is an Italian and the belief is
the remainder of his party killed him,
plance the ne7 raiL
to keep from taking him away with
them, he being ia when they de-
patted.
The raikoad contractors had the
Italians-at work on the new road, but
last week their places Were substi-
tuted by legroom, imported there for
that purpose. The Italians all lived
in a how together, and, last week
one ofitio nurnber became quite ill.
When they lost their jobs and left
it was thought all of them had taken
their depaeture, but yesterday the
word 'conies that the body of the
he:ideas man was found underneath
the house, and this has created great
excitement in that otherwise quiet
and calm community.
The _people around Wicldiffe ex-
press Itsh -belief that the Italians
when they got ready to leave, thought
it would be too much trouble to carry
along wfth them their wick member,
therefore killed him, cut the hao off
and threw the trunk of the body un-
derneath the house where it was dis-
covered. The head has not yet been
friend
POWHATAN for the wonderful sight. This cityseemed as real as San Francisco to awanel anchored in the' channel near
Goat island. When daylight came the
spectacle faded away and in all dim-cc-MR. W. E. BAKER EXPECTED non-, was only the heaving bosom ofTO BE HEARD FROM IN A the cold sea, with no land in eightFEW DAYS. and no great city within thousand,
of alien
Miss Mamie Stone, of Woodville, and
John Kennedy, of Here, Were
Married—Social Afiairs.
Mo.. Charles Arson; secretary of
the Home of the Friendlese, aniay
expects to receive some word from
MT. w. E. Baker, stating when he
will arrive here to Commence arrang-
ing for the production of -Powhat-
ate' that is to be put on for the bene-
fit of the home sometime during the
latter part of next month. Mn. Baker
is onshis way here and was expected
the fiest of this week, but coendininica-
tions, from him today or tomorrow
will iity when he will arrive. Just as
900o kas he gets here he will bogin
makigg tip the caste for the perform-
apce which was so successfully staged
some years ago under his able direc-
tion. - He is one of the best theatri-
cal memagera of' the country and nev-
er fails to succeed in his productions.
STARKS ESTATE First of Seri,
A nuenbar of friend- were yester-
day afternoon entertained at the firstTRUSTEE WANTS TO DISTRIB- as series of hard pasties to be givenUTE BALANCE OF MONEY by gdames Carrie Ellis, DavidIN HANDS.
Starks Skipped Out Several Years
Ago and Has Not Been
Here Since.
It accrue that after about two nate
rupee that something wilt shortie, be
effected hooking towards final settle-
ment of the Harry Starke bankruptcy
prsiceeding here in this city. Yester-
&esinghtestee Arthur Y. Martin filed
with Referee in Bankruptcy E. W.
Bagby a request that the referee hold
a meeting Nov. es frar purpose of die-
tributing the $211.02 which is the re-
mainder of the fonds left in the bands
of the trustee, out of the Starks case.
Two yeais ago Starks was fonled
into bankruptcy by his creditors and
he cHinrect to have lost about $anwa
betting on the horse races. For some-
thing he swore under oath here, con-
tempt proceedings were fssued
against him to appear before the ref-
eree, but he skipped out and 1919
never been seen since then. There
VISO hid before the federal court
griati,l jury the complete against him,
but no indictment ever brollight in.
Altogether about $1,800 has been di.-
tribute.;) amongst the creditors of the
Starks ensue. seniie his liabilities
were about $16,000.
It is understood that he has shown
up here again in the city in the past
day or two, but Mr. .Bagby yesterday
said all prosecutions against him had
been dropped, so far as be knew.
Starks wan engaged in the jug and
bottled whisky business .on Broad-
way between Third and Second
streets, and is a brother of Saloon-
keeper Samuel Stisrks of South Sec-
ond street.
Trustee Mlartin stated last evening
that he did not thifik there was any
thing in the rumor that Starke was
back in town, as he would surely have
seen something dd him.
The state printing commission de-
cided to postpone the letting of all
contraets until the general assembly
should have an opportunity to amend
the present statute's. The present con-
tractors will be edit,' to renew their
bond.; until the coming legislature
takes action.
E. H. Harriman gave. the crew of
the Pacific liner Siberia $2,000 for
breaking the record from Yokohama
to San Francisco.
It ishtow thought that the threat-
ened strike of the ao,000 textile work-
ems in Fall River, Males., . has been
averted. •
• Yesterday's Wedding.
Yeeterday morning at to o'clock
Miss Vamie Stone, of WoodviHe, and
Mr. hn Kennedy, of this city, were
at the Carrico boarding house
on Mlison i-treet, the "Ceretniany be-
ing performed by Rev. William Mc-
Gee, of the county. Just a few
friend" were in attendance.
The young lady is a pretty girt of
the Woodville section, and is the
daughter of Mr. Eli Stone, of that
vicinity, he -being a well known farm-
er.
Mr.. Kennedy formerly lived in the
Gratrainville neighborhood of this
county, but is now employed at the
Graham warehouse in this city, and is
re4blc and enetgetk young man.
will reside It the Carrico
house, where the groom has
is hhme heretofore.
•-bfery Mcserrnot Watson
and Mary Flotunoy at the resi-
dence (of Mrs. Carrie Flournoy on
Seyentb and Harrison streets. An-
other party will be given .there today
by the ladies mentioned.
- Party for *Ye.
Mrs. Thomas C. Ledeh has insted
invitadisne for a card party to be giv
en the evening of Thursday, Novem-
ber a, complimentary to Miss Martha
Leech.
Hallo'w'een Evening.
Next Tuesday is Hallow'een and
many informal entertainment" will be
given In the eity,
HANDSOME HOME BURNED.
Residence of Banker Dunn Destroyed
at Smithland by Fire.
Yesteonn 111,1TTUIV at 6 o'clock at
Smithland tire destroyed the hand-
some borne of Mr. D. A. Dunn, presi-
dent df the bank of that city, which
sat. up on the hill just back of that
city. It is not known how the blaze
started, as the first thing realized the
residelice was in ta mass of- flames and
the home was quickly eaten up.
Thereon thirteen children in the
family and one of them has scarlet
fewer.) On account of this mach trou-
bbe wilt encountered in saving die lit
tle on, and for a while it was feared
some insight get lost in the blaze.
The /tome was a two-stary frame
structstre and the toss on same togeth
Cr the furniture will amount to
ab,Ott v000
SAW BIG CITY AHEAD.
Wonderful Mirage Viewed by Officers
of Whaling Bark at Sea.
San Francisco, Oct. 26 —On the
night 'of August es, when the whal-
ing bark Gayheact was cruising about
seven -five miles .west of Pribyfoff
islandi in Betwireg sea, Mate Pease
mid tbe Men on deck were thunder-
s/tore* by the appearance of a great
city favniediately ahead. There was
the Acne line, and rising above it
were thousands of electric Hittite
twinkling along a hundred streets
Here itrid there, apparently at promin
emit camera were larger lights show-
ing the Wharves, Rot the mate and
his men knew that this must bek a mi-
rage and that for Rendre& ofr miles
beyond where these tights.flared out
was only an expanse of desolate wa-
ter.
The mate called Capt. Fisher and he
looked mann the scene and was be-
wildered There was no accounting
Circuit Judge A. W. Young, in the
triaa of a murder case at Morehead,
Ky., fined his brother, W. A. Youq:g,
of the counsel in the case, $no, and
sentenced bin) to jail for twenty-four
hours for contempt of court. Thejail sentence /was, suspended at the
request of the attorneys.
TAKES TO WATER
Prosident Roosevelt Goes
Aboard Warship.
AT NEW ORLEANS FOR
PASSAGE TO WASHINGTON.
Tour of South Ended Last Night at
New Orleans With Day's Great
Reception.
A class rush at a Chicago dental
conege became so fierce that a riot FOUR DAYS TRIP PUTScall was sent in and twenty-five po- PRESIDENT IN cAPITAL.Ike arrested fifteen of the students
after a lively encounter.
CAPTAIN FINED
CAPTAIN JAMES KOGER WAS
ASSESSED az FOR
FIGHTING.
Captain Woods, of the Police Force,
Plead Exemptions on Judgment,
Being Given Against Him.
•
Yesters'ne morning in the court of
Justice Richard J. Barber Captain
James Keger confessed tal have a
fight the day before with Capt. James
Tyner of the steamer Bob Dudley,
while the two stearritroatmen were on
the local wharfboat. On ceilfessing
Capt. Koger was assessed a fine of
Si arid costs by the magistrate. A.
yet no *arrant has been issued
against Capt Tyner, who knocked the
Paducah captain down during the
heat of the argument which came up
about something 'regarding the g+w-
erritnent steamboat inspectors v.itao
recently revoked the license of the
engineer and assistant engineer a
the steamer Kentucky which is owqkd
by Capt. Koger's line. •
Plead Exemptions.
. Justice Ridharde Bather has granted
judgment against Capt. Joe Wood, of
the police force, in favor of Mrs.
Kate Craig, for $at, wine& the Polien
captain tweed the hotel landlady for
board. On the magistrate grafting
die judgment the captain plead ex.-
emptions to which the Isw entitled
him, and this prevented him from
paying the amount of the board bill.
MORE TROUBLES
BARNEY LEVITAN HAD JOE
BAER ARRESTED THIS
TIME.
Baer Had the Other Arrested and
Fined in the Police Court
Last Week.
It seems that the troubles of Bar-
ney Levitan, Joe Baer and the letter's
wife are of no end, as Mr. Baer has
now been arrested at the instance of
Levitan and hie case comes up in a
fews days before Justice Richard Bar-
her of the magistrate's court. He is
charged with cursing Levitan.
Levitan and the Barr.; are compet-
itors in the hide, junk and scrap-iron
business down about Second and
Kentucky avenue, and come together
every once in a while. Last week the
Baers had Levitan arrested in the
police court on the charge of using
profane language towards them, and
Judge Sanders fined .him.
After that trial Levitan went to the
magistrate's office and got out the
warrant against Baer on the ground
that, the language he used also would
not do welt for parlor circles. Con-
stable A. C. Shelton served the war-
rant on Baer who executed bond for
his appearance before the. Wild.
Levitan sued the Beers '14tathe cir-
cuit court last year and got .several
hundred dollar judgment satinet
them because they Marred to hint as
,an ex
-convict.
Richard' A .MicCurny, pr4idieret
the Mutual Life Insurance coennany,
announces that a committee of the
hoard of trustees of the Mutualk Life
'had been appointed to investigatt the
company.
Charles A. Flammer has with-
drawn all the republican iscaniiree
for district attorney of New York,
and is. urging republican Amens to
support Jerome.
An eight-cent advance ham been
announced on Kentucky-Tennessee
crude oil, placing ft on the same Gash
ae, southern Ohio and Indiana.
New Orkann, Oct. a6.—Gratitude #
for the immeasurable service he had
rendered her in her successful stnig-
gle aginst the yellow fever epidemic,
was the dominant note in the splen-
did welcome which New Orleans ex-
tended.to President Roosevelt today.
Political differences were effaced and
past antagonisms !begotten in a spon-
taneous demonstration of popular ap-
preciation of the president's unfailing
sympathy and practical help through-
out the period of the fever vidita-
Traveling toward Ina southern jour-
ney's end the president traversed
through the night the whole length
of the state of Missisnippi. The sun's
rays were not yet beginning to snow
when the train ran across the boun-
dary into Louisiana, and then for an
hour or more sped through the straw-
berry fields of Tannipalioa parish. At
Hammond there was a stop of a few
minutes, which gave opportunity for
large crowd of country people to
express their good wil and enabled
Senator Foster and Congressman Da-
vey to board the train. There were
no stops on the filky-two-psile run
from Hammond to New Orleans. ex-
cept at Kenner. where the train ar-
rived ahead of time and lay brain it
wan time to enter New Orleans.
The crowd at Hammon, was so in-
sistent when the hresident appeared
oa the near platform of his car that
he was compelled to make a brief ad-
dreFs, in which he expressed his de-
light at being in the South, and said
how pleased he was at the evidences
of prosperity he saw on every band.
Vice President J. T. Harahan, of the
Illinois Central, joined the president
south of Memphis and came with
him to New Orleans.
The Programme,
At Harahan the president's car
was switched from the mein track of
the Illinois Central and then carried
over the belt line to the Stuyvesant
docks, where the commodious, ocean-
going Southern Pacific steamer await-
ed hen. On board the steateee were
aoo of the leading men and women of
the city, repreneating the various
committees connected with the re.
edition, 'the commercial exchanges,
the prfessione, the business corn-
munit9 and the women's clubs. On
it alio were Gov. Blanchard and his
staff, brilliant in gold /ace; Dr. White,
who had fought the good fight a; the
government's represenetative against
the fever, eisiether with all his sue-
geonts in hill uniform: officers of the
army and navy, Mayor Behrman and
leading federal, state and city offi-
cial,.
It had been arranged that thie spe-
cial train ditatild run within four feet
of the wharf. An innimvieed stair-
case enabled the cresi4kneial party no
mount the whaei, which had been
fenced off for the walk to the ship.
On the wharf were assembled rail-
road officials, dock worknwnen. sailors
frem the ships and such of the gen-
eral public ae_ha& been able to run
the gauntlet of special police protec-
tion.
Enthusiastic Reception.
It was promptly at o'clock when
the train ran into the docks, and
there wan a nenthusiastic demonstra-
tion nom the steamer as the presi-
dent ascended from his car and
passed, with beaming face, to the
ship's side. On beban of the city,
Mayor Bearman extended a brief wen
come, and then pre guest was escort-
ed by the govenner, the mayor and
Freakier* Sanders, of the Progressive
Union, to a point of vantage, whence
he might have pointed out to him the
features of interest connected with
the trip along the city's water front.
While the steamer backed out Into
the stream be held a brief levee, dur-
ing which he was presented to a.
large majority of those who filled the
(learner's deck*. The president man-
ifested the pleasure he felt over the
distinct cordiality of his -reception,
and spoke with characteristic anima-
tion with the gernips that surround-
ed fiat
When the Connie had straightened
oitt de headed up eteream and ran
(Contnued on Fourth Page.)
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NOW ON TRIAL THE ACTION
OF ROGERS VS. COHAN-
- KUS FACTORY.
#
t. •
'At
• •
Jury Found For Defendant in Suits
of &rather and Green Against
Street Car Company.
• f.
There is now on trial in the circuit
court the damage suit of Felix G.
Rai:1'010h, guardian for Albert Rogers,
againet the Cohankid Manufacturing
company, for several thousand dollars
's damages.
Rogers is under age and was work-
ing around some belts and shaftiog
at the Cohankus factory when, he got
caught and his arm badly maimed.
Being a minor be could not sue in his
name, but had Public Administrator
Felix G. Rudolph to qualify as his
guardian and institute the litigation.
The evidence was finished yesterday,
while arguments will be made this
morning and actin given the jury.
The jury tried together two suits,
cne of Thomas Prather against the
street railway company, and the oth-
er of 1110Mad Green against the rail-
way company. In each proceeding
the jury decided against the plain-
tiffs.
Green and Prather were driving
along at Fourth and 'Washington
streets one day in the rig of the lat-
ter, when a street car struck their
outfit and knocked Green wet. The
latter sued for $1,575 for injuries be
sustained, while Prather stiea for $150
for damages claimed done to his horse
and wagon. The jury decided they
were entitled to nothing.
The jury brought in a verdict in
favor of defendant in the suit of Effie
L. Leigh against the Citisens Savings
benk. Plaintiff then made a motion
for a new trial, but this ban not yet
been acted upon by the judge. ;
Plaintiff executed to defendant a
mortgage on Fourth and Kentucky
avenue property, to satisfy a $2,000
note for borrowed money the bank
loaned them . Plaintiff claimed the
note had been paid off nvnile the bank
contended it had not, and therefore
tained possession of t he, mortgage.
Paintiff sued for cancellation of the
mortgage on the ground that payment
had been made of the note, but the
jury decided it had not been paid.
The circuit clerk was ruled to pro-
duce certain misiaid papers in the
proceeding of Laura Harmers against
the Paducah City Railway company.
A divorce was granted plaintiff in
the suit of Sandy vs. Sandy, and the
plaintiff given custody of their chin
deen, Nhla and Haaice14 Sandy.
Charley E. Jennings, William B.
Walters and James H. Wilcox were
selected as commissioners to divide
land between Percy H. Kelly and
Polly Hubbard. They own the prop-
erty jointly and Kelly sued for a di-
vision of the ground, hence appoint-
ment of the commissioner&
Mrs. Jennie Laster and Henry Las-
ter asked that they be made associate
plaintiffs- in the suit of Samuel Laster
againet the city of Paducah The
court acquiesced in their wishes and
let them be associate plaintiffs.
James Ferriman was given a judg-
ment for $150 against H. P. Hawkins
& Son, the enneniesion arid feed deal-
of South Second street. Ferrimap
sold them corn and other stiff. and
they claimed they did not get all of
it. ,but the jury gave judgment fcr
the amount asked.
Not Tried Yesterday.
- The judge is behind in his docket
some cases, and did not nenterday
get to try any of the proceedings set
for hearing yesterday. There are
three of them, Emma Rose vs. Padu-
cah City Railway company; Tere
Bach ve. George Wallace and Robert
Phillips. and S. M. Smith vs. City of
Paducah. They will be reached to-
day and given trial. Emma Rose
wants damage, from the car company
on the grotind that she was getting
off the car one day and the troliey
rope wan dangling down in such a
manner she stepped astride of it .and
was thrown down and injured when
the car moved off, pulling her along
on the rope.
Today's Docket.
Those proceedings set down fortrial today are as follows: Edward
Rivers against the Robards Tobacco
company; J. N. Cathey against E.
Rehkopfe Nell Moore against Pacht-cah City Railway company. In the
action of Rivers vs. the tobacco com-pany, plaintiff clainui defendant oweshim about $rso salary for represent-ing them as a traveling salesman.J Noah Cathey sues E. Rehkopf fordamarre,t because of injuries receivedone day while working at defendant'scollar factory on Kentucky avenuebetween Third and Fourth streets.Cat-hey got caught in the shaftingand belting and was being whirledround and round, when other work-men came to his rescue and savedhim. He chiimo it was negligenceof the collar factory that caused themishap.
Nell Moore was on the street carat Fourth and Broadway and claimsShe WaR pushed off to the groundwhere her Stub
-weer broken. On ac-count of this she sees the car corn.panty for damages.
• 
There are only about ninety daily, paper* in Russia-.
FIRST PRACTICE
THE YOUNG MEN'S GYMNAS-
IUM CLUB MEETS FOR THE
FIRST TIME.
The Beard of Directors of the Y. M.
C. A. Will Hold Special Meeting
This Evening.
Last evening the young menle ath-
letic class of the Young Men's Chaise
dais Association held its first practice
:Since being organized Tuesday night
by General Secretary Blake Godfrey,
who is putting the young people corn
prising the class, through a course of
beneficial and healthy gymnastic prac
tices. The boys and young men are
entering upon their work with, much
interest and endeu basm and the class
will gradually increase in numbers.
until the limit is reached. When this
is accomplished two claese, will be
started.
Some time next -week Secretary
Godfrey will organine the gymnasium
class for the bueine n men of the
city, and cordially invites all dedr-
ing to take the instructive course tojoin the body.
Board id Directors.
Thi:s evening the board of dire-ctorn
for the association will hold a called
meeting at the building to consider
much badness, and especially that
pertaining to the financial affairs of
the organization.
The question of next year's budget
is now drawing the attention of the
directors and others.
No tidings have been received' from
the steamer Kaliyuga since Tihtnis-
day's storm on Lake Huron and fears
are expressed that the vessel and
Crew are lost.
UNUSUAL THEFT
A STOLEN WATCH RETURNED
YESTERDAY BY,THE CUL-
PRIT.
Ticker of Miss Dietrich Was Brought
Back and Placid 'on the Porch
by Miscreant.
Paducah has in its midst a curiosity
or something never heard of around
this section before, it being a "con-
scientious thief" who returned the
stolen ge'xxis. Ordinarily the class, of
thieves around here make the second
trip back to get what is left on the
premises they plunder, and this es-
pecial culprit must sorely be a strang-
er in the community and from some
far away town
Several nights ago a burglar visited
the room of Miners Louise Dietrich
and Harriet D. Brady at the Sixth
and Monroe street residence utilized
for rooming purposes by guests of
Hotel Craig of Faith and Je Lester
streets, the home being the former
location of Mrs. Craig. In 'raiding
the room the thief got Miss Die-
trich's gold watch with her name en-
graved inside, several purses, $17 in
cash and a gold ring, and then skip-
ped out. It wan nature/1y thought
that the valuables were gone for
good, and the detectives have been
working on the case. It seems that
the burglar mum 'have become con-
verted right after the robbery, as yes-
terday at noon, while one of the lady
roomers %V4Ii: sitting on the porch at
Sixth and Monroe, she happened to
glaace under the long seat and there
found Miss Dietrich' watch lying un-
der the bench. It was picked up and
returned to the owner.
The thief must have repented as
far as the watch is concerned, be-
cause if it was the name inside that
scared him into believing the erigray-
nig would lead to his detection, he
could more easily have thrown it in-
to the river, sewer or, other place
with greater ease and k-sa danger. Asit was though the ticker way laid
back on the porch where found.
The coin end of' the burglary prov-
ed the ruling passion though, as its
lvery jingle is a thing of the pas
to the rightful owner.
EX
-BANKER SMITH.
Louisville Has Common Report That
He Hats Gone to Africa.
It is commonly reported in Louis-
silk that W. B. Smith, the ex-banker
of this city and also of the metropo-
lis, has gone to South Africa. How-
ever, his attorney sane he has prom-
ised to return to Lotrisville on the
29th to answer the indictments
against him, and that he fully expects
him to do no. There have been no
new development, in the alleged de-falcation's and embezzlements charg-
ed against the absent banker.
INDICTED WHILE IN PRISON.Iowa Falls, Iowa, Ont. 26—News
reached here tonight to the effect that
Edward 0 Soule, formerly cashier ofthe Home Savings bank of this city,
was indicted today for misappropria-tion of fund,. S(nrle is now ,serving
an eighteen rnorahh' sentence in the
penitentiary at Anamose, having been
convktedof falsification of the books(if the hank. ins Fohortage was esti-
mated as $5o,000. Hie sentence ex-i pire.i December 38.
 4•MI
WARRANT FILED
NICHOLAS SMITH DEPARTED
AND THE PROSECUTION
DROPPED.
Will Childress and Warner Williams,
Colored, Are Held Over to the
Grand Jury.
At the request of the city attorney
Judge Sanders in the police court yes
terday morning filed away the war-
rant charging Buck Russell and C.
H. Johnson with maliciouoly cutting
Nicholas Smith, the carnival man, in
Maiden alley beside the New Rich-
mond hotel last Sunday right. Smith
has leslt the country and there being
no one to prosecute the accused, the
latter were released and the warrant
filed away.. Smith was the only wit-
ne.is to the incident and therefore
the only-one to give evidence. He
was the ose cut.
Will Childress and Warner Wil-
liams, colored, were both held to the
grand jury in $300 bond each, on the
charge of cutting John Griffin, color-
ed, in Boyd's alley several nights ago
during a fight. Williams was then
fined in addition $10 for engaging in
the fight, while Griffin and 061s:teens
were fined $20 each
Flora Mae Bell, colored, was given
a continuance until today of the war-
rant charging her with being a vag-
rant. She had- trouble with Gertrude
English, and the latter was fined $10
and costs for being drunk and disor-
deely.
Until today was postponed the
breach of the peace charge against
Marion Luca. and Alfred Hale.
James Barlow and Fannie Kane,
colored, were given a continuance un-
til today of the breach of the peace
charge against them.
CHARITY CLUB
A MEETING WILL BE HELD
TODAY TO REORGANIZE
THE BODY.
Traveling Men Will Settle With the
Ladies in Day or Two for the
American Inn Proceeds.
This morning at 10:30 o'clock a
meeting will be held by the Charity
club at the residence of Mies Cosine
Grundy on North Seventh street
near Jefferson, at which time the la-
dies will reorganize for die winter
wadi they always conduct each year,
that of looking after the poor and
distressed of the community. • The
election of officers will be held, mem-
bers enrolled and new parties taken
in where they &ire to lend aid to
the noble mission of these good peo-
ple.
Probably today or tomorrow thin
club m mbers will be settled with by
the officers of the Paducah Travel-
ing Men's Carnival association, and
given their share of the proceeds de-
rived from maintenance of the Amer-
ican Inn during the festival several
weeks ago. The ladies had charge
and after all the expenses of the Inn
are deducted they will get one-half
of the net proceeds, which they will
put in the fund they keep for help-
ing poor people. The traveling men
hold a genet-al meeting among them-
selves Saturday night, at which time
Treasurer Sim Hecht will report the
gross proceeds and expenses, show-
ing how much was made by the en-
tertainment. He said yesterday thathe expected to make a settlement be-
fore tomorrow night with the Charity
club, so this could be included in his
general report also to the drummers
composing the carnival Odelociation.
Just ae soon as the Charity club la-
dies get reorganized for the winter
they will ask the public for subscrip-
tion, and coneinne their policy of last
year, that of furnishing members with
ticket-s which the latter can give to
needy people when they apply for
help, and be sent to the investigating
ary of the club, who looks into
he case first to siee if help is advis-
able before according same.
INSIDE INVESTIGATION.
CRUCIAL STAGE
ARMED GUARDS FOR MINERS
• AT STURGIS ARE BEING
SECURED.
Of the Mutual Life of New York Is
Planned by,McCurdy.
• .1.11.1.
New York, Oct. a5.--More start-
ling' than the testimony before the
legislative committee investigating
the methods of the insurance compan
ies yesterday was the announcement
by President Richard A. McCurdy,
of the Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany, that a committee of the board
of trustees of file company had been
appointed to investigate She company
and its methods
The members of the committee are
Win. H. Truesdell, Effingham H. Mor
ris and John W. Anchislossi, all prom-
inent in the financial , and burliness
world. This action was taken at a
meeting of the board yesterday and
was the remit of the insurance in-
ve,stigation. The matter was broughtbefore the board- by President Mc-
Curdy, and the committee wilf beginits work at once. ,
Coal Corporation May Ask for the
united States Soldiers to Pro-
tect Its Miners.
Sturgis, Ky., Oct. 2&—The big coal
strike at Sturgis in• now reaching a
crucial stage.
The West Kentucky Coal company
has announced that it would not deal
longer with the union as an organiza-
tion, but would run on the "open
shop" plan. From lase Saturday until
yesterday the offices of the company
were open or applications. to work
either by unon; or non-union miners,
but few or none of the union men
showed up for registerind, while many
families have already left Shaftown
for Illinois, where mines are in opera-
tion, rather than pass through the
prospective bitter fight to hold the
local carries in line for the union.
Some of the leaders still appear con-
fident of success.
It id claimed, that twenty armed
guards left St. Louis today for Stur-
gis, and will be stationed at strategic
points on the comipany's groands to I
protect the property in case of attack
when construction work begins on
temporary quarters for eoo miners
from Missouri and. Pennerylvaria, who
are to arrive in d few days to start up
the new buildings as barracks until
pthiLedbu.ildings at Gardner can be corn-
.
Superintendent Bucher says the
company is being. supplied now by
non-union miners elsewhere ar. cheap
as the product can be redden out here,
so the company is losineriathing by
the temporary shutdown. The mines
at Wheatcroft and Bakers are running
with non-union men.
The case against the former em-
ployes for possession of the company
houses has not yet been settled, but
well be tried in the local court thid
week
Superintendent Bucher -.claims a
plot was laid to kill him, last Satur-
day evening upon his relfurn. from
aforganfield, but he returned sooner
Than was expected, and he now retain:,
a guard at his residence at night.
What the plan of campaign on the
part of the unidn men will be is not
disclosed, but a strenuous movement
is expected to prevent the imported
nonunion labor from ,entering the
shaft or dope, which the next few
weekie wiH more fully develop.
The superintendent intimates that
the coileries will be put in operahons
even though federal troops have to
stand guard while the men work, and
as the company is a foreign corpora-
tion this eventually is doubtless the
biggest thing the union is up against
as neither local or state politics could
have any influence in the matter.
Sir Thomas Lipton announces he
wilt be ready in too7 to make another
effort to capture the America's cup,
THE PATIENT WAS
SCALDED TO DEATH
When Hot Water Inste: i of Cold
Came Through the Pipes.
•
Toledo, O., Oct. 26--Lena Knapp.
a patient in the state asylum, was
scalded to death Wednesday in a
most tragic manner. It la a part of
the hospital treatment to give hot wa-
ter baths when the patients become
violent, and for that purpose a hot
bath was ordered about a o'clock.
The water is supplied to the tubs
from the bottom, and in the ward this
woman occupied the cold water pipe
wis broken.
To cool the incoming hot water
the drinking water tank wan used,
and after the water had been proper-
ly prepared Miss Knapp was immers-
ed. It required two trusty attendants
at her feet and the nutse4ekn Jul-
iard, at her head to keep ir in the
tub.
Unknown to the nurse the hot wa-
tet faucet had sprung a Leek and all
the time the woman warm held in—
some fifteen or twenty minutes--this
stream of boiling water was oozing
in at her feet. The attendants, hold-
ing the feet did not have their hands
in the water and iro did not know of
the tragedy that was being enacted,
thinking that the volence Virai simply
a 'result of her demented condition
When ehe was taken out and Miss
Juliard strated to rub down her legs
she we horrifilecl to discover that the
flesh came off in her hands. She bur-
tidily called the doctor, and applica-
tions were immediately used, but the
nervous shock was ;rno great in her
weakened condition that the unfortu-
nate woman died at midnight.
Protection for Silly Spinsters
41.
Are You
a. •
Planning to Remodel?
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little laaowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sani-
tation and will show you the samples of
aStimiere Ware we haVALI our shOwT001113.
ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
J.
(Cleveland Plaindealer.)
Some friend, of the race suggests
that measures dernikP be taken to
protect susceptible spinsters of Thu.
tore age and widows of wasted ex-
perience, who are the favorite prey
of the treacherous, bigamist. The
fact that these victims of designing
man are quite old enough to know
better doesn't enter into the discus-
sion,. The older the woman of thew
victimized cheeses the mime ready she
is to add her mune to the list of the
matrimonial ventures, of the rascal
who weds arxt robs and runs away.
But how can she be protected against
herself? "
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert 'workman? If you do take
it to
#3ohn 3.
 
Bleich, -jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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ORGANIZE DAM
KR. HARRY ENGLISH ARRIVED
HERE FOR PUR-
POSE.
Order Is One of the Fast Growing
and Good Organizations of the
Country.
"`" 'Mir. H. W. Eng!lab, the supreme
secretary of the Independent Order
of Beavers of Birmingham, Ala., ar-
rived in the city yesterday for the
purpose of organizing a dam in Pa-
ducah.
M. English was seen last night by
a Register reporter and he is enthts-
siastic on Paducah .and states that
PacksCairo is a good place for the
Beavers. In speaking of the Beav-
ers as an order Mr. English said:
"Our order of Beavers is but young
et in roster of the numberless orders
permeating every branch of trade, but
it has been nourished on the milk of
human kindness and 'is a veritable
giant, growing in grace and strength
• 
before God and man, and is extend-
ing its ramifications tlwoughout the
length and breadth of the land.
"Mien of ruk'ure, of position, of
wealth, feel proud to claim applicse
tints with the order, and its rapid
growth is an evidence of its great
popularity.
'The order of Beavers is an insti-
tution founded upon morality and
having for its object the design of
practically applying the sublime
teachings of the golden rule, and in
the nicest of innocent social pleaeuree
every brother is taught to practice
justice, brotherly love and fidelity, to
soothe the unhappy, to sympathize
eI with their misfortunes, to compas-
abonate their sorrows, and to render
• material and pecuniary distress, is
the great aim of th corder.
• "The order is not exclusive, but
ranks among its members many of
the great theatrical lights of the
extentry, leading journalists and
prominent politician., merchants,
bankers and huacireda of leading men
in all the professions.
"A good idea of our institution
rnay be obtained from our motto—
Justice. Brotherly Love arid Fidelity.
Justice is done to all, though the
heavens fall, brotherly love we oral:-
else to the fuilest extent of its mean-
ing. We believe in letting a brothes
, '(realize he is loved while he is here
with us end not wait until he has
passed from earth before showiing
our fraternal obligations. Fidelity.
in fact. embraces all the ceders, for
f
obi% we are faithful to our oblige-*
bons we canuot avoid acting in jute-
: •toe and bratheriy love"
As to how dee order was growing
M. English said: "I will say our in-
stitution is rapidly growing though
we do not make a point to gain this
abject. We take delight in exereis-
fait our grand principles—fidelity,
faithful ever to each other. no
mounding a brother's feelings in the
slightest degree; brotherly love a
feeling of affection that natural
brothers do not always equal, mindful
ever of interest of each other.
'Justice, a motto we ail admire. A
brother may be wrongfully accused;
) we protect him. We see that justice
is given him. And fast, but oft, how
far from the least—clapity; not atone
the charity that consists in giving of
this work:Ye ariodis, but that charity
which readies the heart througli sym-
pathy, that charity which fsargi yes an
erring brother and) leads him back to
the path of virtue.
"0, how beautifult how grand! Can
we repeat the Lord's prayer and neg-
lect to restrain a brother from wrong-
doing? No, we will save him if we
can."
Mk. English will remain in the city
several days with 'hie brother. Mr. J.
E. English. He feels satisfied a dam
can be organized here with one bun-
died charter members.
1, IOWA'S MODERN BLUEBEARD.
Believed to Have Murdered Three of
His Wives for Their Money.
g Dec Moines, Ia, Oct. 26 —E. S.
4 Blyderrburg, TOWI's modern Blue-
beard. Sunday school teacher and
philanthropist, must SierrYt a life sen-
tence for the murder of hie third
wife. The supreme court resterday
sektided that his convictiom was legal
and affirmed the sentence of life im-
prisonment.
Blyetenbeg was convicted of mur-
dering his third wife by giving her
arsenic in the Sunday dinner he had
prepared while the rest of the iam-
ly was at church. The other wives
It 'had also died mysteriously SIOnle
year' ago and Blyinenberg obtained
r4ttheic property.
ydlenberg was a pica', church
and deacon in the local church.
alaraye maintained that he did not
administer the poison.
REFUSES THE NOMINATION.
Republican Candidate for District At-
torney Will Support Jerome.
New York, Oct. 26.—Charles A.
Flamencr last night anoeunced his res
*lotion as republican candidate for
diatrict attoracy, anti appealed to the
members of the party to support
Jerome. 'Mr. Fiarnmer's resignation
was announced in a Statement given
"teout by Chairman William Halpin., of
.ithe republican county committee.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLES AND PIMPLES USED A PISTOLIn to Days, Use
NADINOLA GRAVES COUNTY HAS ANOTH-The Complexion) Beautifier ER SHOOTING WHICH MAY
PROVE MURDER.
THE NADINOLA GIRL •(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINOLA.
No change in formula or package.
The name has only been changed to
avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
to .have so valuable preparation con-
fused with any other.) NADINOLA
is guaranteed, old motley will be re-
funded in every case where it fails to
remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
collar discolorations, Mack-heads, dis-
figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
eases in ao days. Leaves the skin
clear, soft, healthy, and restores the
beauty of youth.
Price so cts and $1.00. Sold in
each city by all leading druggists, or
by mail.
Prepared only by.
NATIONAL TOILET CO., Paris, Tenn.
Sold in Paducah by all leading
druggists.
ALL OF A KIND
ILLINOIS SUPREME COURT
DISBARRED FOUR CHICAGO
LAWYERS.
Their Names Were Stricken From
the Rolls Because of Various
Crooked Dealings.
Chicago, Oct. a6.—Williarri Eugene
Brown. James H. Hooper, Richard
Huggard and Morris Frisch were dis
barred yesterday by the Illinois su-
preme court, Their names weer coder
ed stricken fkom the list of attorneys
by the state's highest tribunal for usa
professional conduct. The four men
are Chicagoans and it is said to be
the aro time in the history of the
court that so many lawyers were dis-
barred at one time.
News of the actions of court was
communiosted to the comenittee of
the Chicago Bar association in charge
of the cases and it vata received with
gratification by members of the or-'
ganization.
Mr. Fogle Argues Case.
John L. Fogle argued the cases
against the four disbarred attorneys.
Brown, Mr. Foole gated, was accused
as using the circuit court as a means
of detrauting creditors. It was charg
ed that he had himself appointed re-
ceiver of his own estate in order to
forestall collector+. He is said to
have done so by turning his own prop
erty, which was mortgagee over to
his broeher-in-law, and then filing a
bill tor foreclosure of this mortgage.
As be became thus the receiver of
his own estate no one cauki collect
from bine.
While these disbarment proceed-
ings were pending in former Judge
Dunne's, court Brown is said to have
visited a detective agency and to have
instructed certain detective. to give
fictitious evidence. The detective
agency did not keep faith with him,
however, reporting his interview to
the Chicago Bar association, with the
remit that Mr. Fogle hell additional
chargea preferred.
Charges Against the Others.
Hooper was charged with crooked
dealing in the jastace courts. He is
said to have collected sums ranging
from $soo to $1,000 ore $sd and $toojudgments.
Huggard was accused 'of trying to
secure service in a chancery case on
a resident defendant by publication.
According to the law defendants* in
such cases must 'have personal eery-
ice.
Frisch was charged with having
obtained warrants against one of hie
own clients, a woman whom he dis-
covered after a confidential interview
to be liable to arrest. It is said that
under a fictitious name Frisch swore
out warrants for her arrest, went on
her bond and finally, when the case
was di -Aniseeds collected $2,000 for
defending her.
LOUISVILLE WANTS BIG BALL.
Louisville, Ky., Oct 26.—There is
plenty of strong talk lore that Loins.
ville will take Detroit's franchise in
the American league next seaeon. The
minors are So persiittent that they
have gained many believers and it is
certain that art option has been se-
cured here for a site for a park.
The claim is made that as Detroit
is arranging to take over Toledo's
franchise in the Americen association
the vacancy can best be filled by this
city.
A Double Wedding in Cairo of Young
People From Fancy Farm—
Other Notes.
(Mayfield. Monitor, 26th.)
Today at noon (Wednesday) Osie
Albritton was shot perhaps fatally by
Sam Bradley, at Pry,orsbutg. The dif-
ficulty leading up to the shooting oc-
curred in the store of George Rob-
bins, and created much exctiement
over the village. The bullet from
tEradles pistol entered Albriteon's
body on the left side, penetrating the
lower bowels and coming out to the
right of the backbone in the small of
the back It can not be determined
at present just hor dangerous the
wound is, but there is a fear /that it
%sill be fatal. Bradbey hurriedly left
the room after the deed and had not
been arrested at press time. The dif-
ficulty, it is said, canie up over some
personal difference that has existed
for some time between the two mew
Sam Bradhey, who resides at Pryrsrs,
is the man whir, shot and killed Ed
Edwards, colored, at a crap game
near the fair grounds in MayAeld sev-
eral months ago. Atbritton is sec-
ticrn foreman on the. I. C., and for-
merly resided at Boaz Station. He
was at one tine a resident of May-
field, where be is quite esseM known.
'A double wedding which ended a
romance of many years was pera
formed by Judge William S. Dewey
at the courthouse, in Cairo, Monday
afternoon, when he married Miss
Dora Hayden to Claude Allen Thomas
and Mimi Delia Ay Turner to Will-
iam R. Hayden. One of the
and one o fthe grooms are brother
and sister. Both the bridegrooms are
22 years ok aknost to the day, and
both brides are te years of age, and
their birthdays occur only a few days
apart. AM four live at Fancy Farm,
Graves county, Kentucky, and have
played together since childhood. The
two brides were dressed identicany
the same, looked enough like each
other to be sisters, and the two
grooms were dressed identically the
same and Ionized enough tike each
other to be brothers.
Mrs. Mary Dew has filed a petition
in the circuit court asking for a di-
vorce from her 'husband, J. A. B.
Dew. She says they were married
at Centime Trigg county, in 0313t, but
for the past two years he has gross-
ly mistreated and neglected her. She
further alleges that he is lazy, trifling
and shiftless. She asks for aodivorce,
judgment of $3.soo as alimony, sense
to be paid in inetarments of $soo a
year and the custody of their chit-
(ken.
Mk. J. Frank Sullivan died of
dropsy at his home two miles east
of the city Tuesday night. He was
a very worthy citizen, was a farmer
and had been sick a long time.
The Graves connty Baptist associ-
ation convened at Chapel Hill, seven
rinks 'east of town, this morning at
to o'clocdd with a good attendance.
WOLF CATCHING.
How Abernethy C.aptures Wolves
Alive With His Hands.
(Theockn-e Roosevelt in Scribner's.)
In a couple of treks I was close
enough to see what was going on.
Bte one greyhound was left with Ab-
ernethy. The coyote was obviously
tired, and Abernethy, with the aid of
his perfectly trained horse, was
helping the greythound ciircle it.
Twice he headed it, and this enabled
me to gain rapidly. They had reached
a small tinvaioded creek by the time
I was within fifty yards; the little
wolf tried to break back to the left;
Abernethy headed it and rode aknost
over it; and it gave a wicked snap
at his foot. cutting the boot Then
again it galloped, back and just as it
crossed. the creek the. greyhound
made a rush, pinned it by the hind
leg and threw it. There was a souf-
fle, then a yell from the greyhound
as the woHf bit it. At the bite the
hound let go and jumtped back a frv
feet, and at the same moment Aber-
nethy, who has, ridden his horse right
on them as they steuggled, leaped off
and sprang on to pof the woM. • He
held the reins of the horse with one
'hand and thrust the other, with a
rapidity and precision even greater
than the rapidity of the wolfs snap,.
into the wolf's mouth, jamming his
hand drown crosswise between the
jaws, seizing the Ictiver jaw and tyena
ing it down so that the wolf court)
not bite him He had a 'tout glove
on his hand, but this would have been
Of rvo avail. whatever leadive not seized
the animal just as he did; that is, be-
hind the canines, while his hand
pressed the lips, against the teeth;
with his knees he Idept the wolf from
using its fore paws to break the holdc
untie it gave up struggling. VVIhen he
rhea leaped on andacaptured this coy-
ote it Wa, entindly feet, the dog hav-
ing let go of it; and he was obliged to
keep bald of the gains of his horse
with one hand. I was not twenty
yards distant at the time, and as I
leaped off the %ova he was sitting
placidly on, the live Wolf, his band
between its jaws, the greyhtamel
standing he.eide him and 'his horse
standing by as placid is fit was. In
a crambe of minutes Fortewne and
The ideal wife is always truthful,
never attempts to coerce her buo
band, always lotoks her best, never
scalds, and makes it het constant
study to please him."
This surtianarizes the Rev. Richard
A. Nfiarley's conception of the ideal
wife as he pictured it to the congre-
gation of the Euclid Aventse :Metho-
dist citurch of Oak Pallid, Chiorgo. In
di/coaling the second proposition Dr.
Morley ventured on dangerous
grounds.
"An ideal wife," he said, "never at-
tempts to force or coerce her hus-
band, but she realizes that she was
created to he eubject to him"
As he ended the sentence he was
impressed by the serious glances of
Wale of his auditors and hastened to
qualify Iii statement.
"It is not true, strictly speaking,"
he explained, "that the wife is subject
to the husband in a material sense.
That is the idea of the Careless and
the nonehinking, but not of those who
have aright the vision of the inspired
miter. A woman has the right to re-
sist 'with all her strength any attempt
by her husband to intimidate her."
Oomtinuing the description, Dr.
Motley said in pact:
"To be a wife at all is a great hon-
or, but to be an idea/ wefi is 'posi-
tion that angels might covet. When
we speak of a wife we assume that
she has those qualities and virtues
essential to wifehood before she can
enter into the realm of the ideal. That
is, she is a woman before she is a
wife . An ideal wife must be also-
lute/y truthful to her husband. Itiost
people wilt be untrtethfut by word te
act tender some circirmetences, bat it
is unpa.rdailable for a wife to lie to
her husband.
"Your husband courted you in your
best attire. He wed and won you in
an atmosphere surcharged by the be
wilderment of roses, perfume and of
song, amid the sweet intoxication of
woodland rambles. and moonlight
poetry. . You oonve to his home and
take the myrtle from your hair, the
rosebud from your throat and ex-
change the perfUllird roses of,ore for
the faded or even soiled calico. Can
you expert anything else than a
shbck to the affection of aim who
had hitherto looked upon you only in
the enavelese trances of love?"
A Government Without Taxes.
Nestled between the dark blue wat-
ers; of the Mediterranean and the taw-
ern* peaks of the Alps on the south,
ern coast of France lies the unique
and mull principality of Monaco. Al-
though not covering six square miles
of territory, it possesses the strangest
and most original government in the
world; 'a government -which is rich
and modern in every detail, yet a
irovernment‘wehich is visited annually
by soo,000 representatives 'of evely
walk of life, yet a government abso-
fete& devoid of any form of indus-
try. Such is the principality of Mon-
WO.
Althiostioh the picturesque old town
of Monaco is the seat of government,
the luxuriant palaces of Mlonte Carta,
that lie but across the bay, furnish
the revereue with *Inch the civil gov-
ernment, law courts, any, Ohne
works, police and an annual income
to the prince are paid.—Era Aura-
zine
Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
Lambert came up. it was as remark-
able a feat of the lcind a, I have ever
scent 
,
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-dateland:wellistocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are; carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteivare, Carpenter and Brick
-mason Jools.IWire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal toSthat carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, ii,ncilon a basis:with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the:best fortthe least money.
Dont buy before calling-and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
THE IDEAL WIFE
AS DESCRIBED BY A CHICAGO
MINISTER TO HIS
CHURCH.
Ideals Which Won't Generally Be
Endorsed by Either of the
Sexes.
ROOSEVELT HALTS FRENCH
WARSHIPS FROM VENEZUELA.
MINISTER RUSSELL AT CARACAS HOLDS CONFERENCE WITH
CASTRO—FIRST STEP IN PEACE SETTLEMENT TAKEN—
MONROE DOCTRINE INVOKED—PRESIDENT INSPIRED BY
EXPERIENCE WITH DOMINICA.
•
Washington, Oct. 26.—The
States has offered its good offices in
the settlement of the troubles between
Venezuela and France. This action
has been most pleasing to the Fnetich
government, which accepts it in the
spirit in which it is tendered.
The first step in the direction of a
peace settlement has been taken by
Minister Russell, who has made an
engagement with President Castro
and who will talk over the troubles
between his govarosieet and that of
the French. It is expected that his
efforts will be successful and that the
French will abandon their measures
for coercion. As pointed out by the
members of the diplomatic corps who
are familiar with developments, as
soon as a governmInt bent on a hos-
tile demon/oration listens to a sug-
gestion of peace4kil intervention, all
pcnisibility of hostilities is averted.
Roosevelt's Fixed Policy.
The conclusion of the United States
to offer good offices was the direct re
stilt of a deliberate policy on the part
of the United States—a policy that
has been determined upon by Presi-
dent Roosevelt and which will be fol-
lowed out until the close of his ad-
mimistration unless a positive check
is given to it by the United States
senate in some formal way. It is
one in line with that followed by the
adminietration in Santo Domingo and
in line with the Roosevelt policy in
former trouble.' in Venezuela. Presi-
dent Roosevelt said in one of his mites
sages to the senate that in our re-
lations with the republics to the south
of us there were but two colleges
open One was the virtual abandon-
ment of the Monroe doctrine and an
iadifferent attitude on the part of this
government toveord the step taken
by foreign governments in programs
of coercion against republics to the
south oil us who were guilty of actual
or alleged wrongs again ie foreign
powers; the other way was to accept
the Monroe doctrine principle, with
all of the responteibility that its full
acceptance and maintenance involved.
He did not mean even the shadow of
a protectorate over them, but he did
mean that when they committed a
grave wrong it was either up to us to
see that the wrong was righted or
that our good office's as an adviser
and mediator were given for a solu-
tion of the differences. This latter is
exactly the position we have now as-
sumes! in Venezuela.
Experience Over Santo Domingo.
We did the same thing in Santo
Domingo, where we stepped in to pro
vide a mean!' of satistfying the foreign
debt of Santo Domingo when her
creditors became clamorous. We saw
that France had cause for a just quer
tel with Venezuela and that she was
entitled to satisfaction. She *coved
in no fair way to secure it by peace-
ful meane, arid we now offer to see
what we can do in this direction.
The French ambassador, M. Jame-
rand, yesterday expreeved satisfaction
at the action of the trotted States and
said the intervention was most wel-
come. At the same time, he mid dis-
tinctly that his governmie-nt had pre-
pared a fleet and was ready to pro-
ceed against Venezuela with force un-
les* smarm distinct change in attitude
was assumed by Castro.
In some quarters, even in the ad-
nainistration circle, there is a feeling
that it would not be amiss if the
French were permitted to teach Cas-
tro a levon in good rnateriera among
nationit through the mouths of the
French guns. But when the adnipis-
tration weighed the cqnsequences
there was too much risk and too much
at stake in permitting the French to
go that far. The administration at
this time re-calei its experience when,
a few years ago, Italy, Germany and
Great Britain, as allies, went in to
teach such a lesson to Castro. There
was a bombardment, arid as soon as
the first gun was fired there was a
great outcry in this country that the
admiMstration was permitting an Ira
vasion of the Monroe doctrine. The
administration stopped the action of
the attics. There wag the velvet hand
of diplomacy covering the mailed fist,
but it is appreciated that the three
countries in interest knew of the
'
mailed fist, and had they been less
selfish and divergent in their interests
the tasks of this government would
snot have been by apy means such a
simple one. Now the administration
propose, to stop the French warships
before they start.
LICKING POSTAGE STAMPS.
(Kansas City Star.)
When you lick a postage stamp
you do not give the stightest thought
to the great care taken by the United
States bureau of engraving and print-
ing in gunwning of the little piece of
paper. So long as the letter goes to
its destination without trouble you
haven't anything to say, and it mat-
ters little to you how the gum is put
on.
But the process in, all the same, a
most interesting and delicate one, re-
quiring precaution in securing a uni-
form coating of the best adhesive
gum to be had. The. process is as
much an exact science as the building
of the great naval gunsi at the Wash-
ington or Brooklyn navy yards.
So exacting is the piasioffice depart
mem iii requiring a uniform coating
that after the gumming is over the
stamps are tested to discover if the
coating of the mucilage varies seven
tea-thousanditi-, of a pound to a 4hret
which measures t8Y2x23 inchea each
containing goo stamps. The sheets
go to the gumming room after print-
ing and the gumming concludes one
of the principal proceaees necessary
before delivery to the postoffice de-
partment,
When you lick a postage stamp you
need not fear that the gum is some-
hing unclean.. Postal gum is the
best quality on the face of the earth.
It is derived from dextrine, product
secured in the peace's of making
starch from potatoes, corn and the
cassava root. The starch from these
vegetables is treated by roaming at a
temperature of about 3oo degree= at
the first stage, causing it to turn into
dextrine. Further changes make pos-
tal gum, and if the changes were car
tied to the limit the result would he
grape sugar or glucose. The beet pos
tal gum is that which contains the
least unconverted starch 'avid little
Overage. When the material air mak
ing gum reaches the bureau of en-
graving and printing it looks much
like flow except in savior. It conies
in sacks of 200 pounds each, and ev-
ery ccineilenmene from the contractors
it carefully inspected' before using. It
is ,rsibjected to microscopel examina-
tion and to chemical analysis, and all
this is followed by a practical test.
Spanish legisiators, addressing the
French president during his visit to
. Madrid, Make a bold declaration in
favor of a reputt/ican form of goveene
"tent.
• • - • !
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Too much "machine" politics has
so disgusted the voters of all sections
that the .edections everywhere are be-
coming •very uncertain • propositions
no matter how strong the machines
think they are. In a few years more,
unless there is a change in the ideas
of the ward politicians and thieir boss-
es—unless there is less stealing of
elections through rasclity at the
polls, such as stuffing of ballot boxes,
false returns of the votes cast, etc.,—
party lines will be useless. Independ-
ency of. the voters, through a desire
that riiht may rule and wrong be
routed, is rapidly dotroying party
lines, and hence the uncertainty which
attaches to many contests. The re-
form movements in Philadelphia, Lou
isville and,Memphis are all the out-
growth of too much "machine" rule
and the independence of the voters
thus ongeodtred and the propecta
now are that the bosses in Men of
the cities named will have a lesson
taught them on the sth prose_
•Very assuring statements are com-
ing out of New York rehtive to what
the management of the big We insur-
ance conipanics, which have been on
the rack through the developments
of the legislative committee investiga-
tion, propose to do. Some of these
statements would indicate that the
companies afe in stich a flattering con
dition that the specified investigation
has been a useless pie?* of work,
still promises are made ,that there is
to be much improvement through ef-forts which are to be put on foot to
fully meet and overcome she short-
comings developed through the inves-
tigations. That statements and the
explanations as to why they are made
are very conflicting, but the hope isSant that the policy *filers and thepaicy buyers may be satisfied or ap-peated to an extent. Evidently the je
a line press ageat has been gettingin his work once more, 'and hencethese statements.
A small race riot arid the pending
election arc giving Indianapolis a
touch ot the negro question which is
very distasteful. The race riot hasgrown out of the mixing of school:
andsia not ati*serions generally as the
spait of resentment which so-calledleading negroes has forced into the
election canvass. The capital of In-diana has for many years felt the
sting of enforced negro equality be-cause of the large number of coloredpeople in the city, but just now it isgetting it rubbed in a little deeperthan perhaps ever before. The can-didacy of a iirember of negroeiS for,,hiding official positions precipitatedsae preseilt conditions, which are veryserious ;Vont the reports in print.
Ressia'a railroad building, which
was fostered to enable the govern-
ment' to 'crowd down upon the pre-serves of other nations, may yetbe her undoing. The strike of theintilroaders of Russia is the moat for-
midable disturbance which has con-fronted the government for manydays, if it was ever equaled, and justnow it promises to terminate in a rev-otution. Russia's war with Japan bidsfair to prove even a greater cursethan it was a disastrous defsat. Theseed of dissension then sown it al-ready bringqg forth fruit.
It has been sugge.4ted,that the Hallof Fame should be furnished withbiographies of some of the peoplewhose name, are found in that mem-orial • institution with the accreditedfame of those honored as they have
been. The hall of Fame, judging
from the chosen famed, is much of ajoke for a fact.
Secretary Taft is out in ,an inter-
view oaying he is not an aspirant for
the presidency. The people would
think better of 'his declaration if he
would prove his words by, his acts.
He is clearly working "oier time"for some other purpoe than to make
a good secretary of war.
The Chicago bar has set a good ex-
ample to the bars generally. It hasdisbarred four shyster. whose prac-tices was brining the bar into veryhad repute. Other bars might clean
up its mernherohip with equally as
much credit.
No Compromise With Evil.
, (Chicago Chronicle.)That old sophism which undertakesto justify the doing of evil that goodmay come from it 'continues to re-ceive fresh exemplification year inyear out. The theory is as ofdas'human reason, for in all ages wehave tern men arguing that the endjustifies the means.
A plausible argument may be madefor the proposition, too, if expediencybe contorted supremacy over ethics.To get results, no matter how, is inthe eyes of a large proption ofmankind die end to be achieved, themeans being a secondary considera-tion.
The trouble is that though the im-mediate results may be entirely sat-isfactory the ultimate consequencesare often—porthaps in most-cases--disappointing if not disesteems. In afew words, the net result of humanexperience is that strict adhereence tothe basic principles of ethics is in theend the roost profitable policy, even ina material way. "Hlonesty is the bestpolicy" is a maxim which did not getinto the copybooks without fun war-
rant. Any compromise with evilbrings its own punishment.
When the officers of certain insur-ance companies inaugurated andmaintained 'legislative agencies" atAlbany and at other state capitalsthey were undoubtedfy influenced bya desire to protect their policy-hold-ers felons legislation which would beinjurious to their interests. It is notclaimed even by the severest critics
of the insurance officials that there
was any purpose of corrupting thetegislattge to the detriment of thepolicy-holders. On the contrary, theobject was to shield these latter fromlegislation .of that type which isknown as "sandlegging."
With this end in view, the represeri-tatires of the insurance companiesentered into negotiations for the de-feat of such kgistation. They under-took to compromise with ingniry.That is to say, they took sufficient
measures as secure the defeat of in-jurious tegislation, and thus renderedthernaeives the target for such legis-lation indefinitely.
The process of defeating "sandbag-ging" enactments had to be unseatedyear after year. The original sin, or
mistake, nenhiplied itself. The errorof leying with corruption broughtits own punishment, as we have seenin the developments in the Armstronginvestigation. Never was there aclearer dlenemstration of the falsity utthe notion that good can come out ofevil.
So, too, with the asphalt company
which admits that it contributed Nagesums of money to the leader of a rev-olutionary movement in a SouthAmerican state. It is claimed, arid' itis probably true, that the officers ofthe company paid the money as a
measure of protection fo rtheir prop-
erty. It was a form of blackmail andnot a voluntary contribution.lhe officers fancied that by submit-ting to extortion they could insurethe safeti of their contesaions andtheir franchises. Tire event has shownthat their compromise with the black-mailers has .11-& precisely the oppos-ite effect. Their payments to the rev-olutionist are now 'cited is sufficientreason for revoking all their privilewes by the established government.Thus sin, like virtue, brings its in-
s •evitable returns..
The prjaciple hold's good mrisrecsal-ly. The end does not justify themeans, and) when the means are evilthe end is certain to be ultimatelydisappointing, even though temporar-ily and superficially satisfactory.
'It is better to defy a blackmailerfirst than last. It is beterto do theright thing at the pain of some im-
mediate humiliation or lose than tooibmit to era and hatnitiation
ADJOURNS FOR TWO WEEKS
New York, Oct. 26.—After entireday given over to the examinationof Emery McClintock, actuary of theMutnal Life Insurance company, tothe reacting of column after columnof figures, the legislative insurancei reveal iga tire committee adjourneduntil November 8; the day after themonicipel election's This extendedadjoarnment was take% to enable themembers of the committee who arecandidates for election' to meet theirconstituencies and conduct their cam-
TAKES TO WATER
(Continued from First Page.)
sound the crescent past Southport,where the president was enabled toObtain a view of the great lenses ofthe Pontchartrain distrits an seevast fields of ripening sugar can. onthe plantations iying on either sickof the river. A few miles above thecity the Comm turned and then,carrelowby down the riven, pasting alongthe whole front o ithe southern me-tropolis. On eitherfbank people linedthe levees as the steamier prbeeededon her way amid, the din of the sirensof river craft and the shrill whistlesof manufacturing-
 inditstries. TheComto carried the prestctetitlal partybeyond the immense terminals underconstruction at Port Ohalsnette, andthen, t urning, headed back to thecity.
'As the vessel neared the Harrisonsteel sheds, aflame with vitriolic col-or, the air was rent with the blastsof steam whistles and the *under ofa presidential.
 salute, and. the presi-
,dent looked out upon a sea of peopleI gathered on aisE river front to greethim.
Back to City.
• Wlhen the boat landed at Ross hewas escorted ashore and helped intoan open carriage cerawn. by fourhandsome horses. Immediately the
°onus was ttaxm•ed the' patade gotunder way under the general marshal-ship of Col. John P. Sullivan.The Confederate Veterans tied theright of the line with the sons of Vet-erana, and the Spanish War Veterans,made up of survirocis of the severalLouisiana regiments which had re-sponded to the nation's call to armsin the most recent of American wars,foliowing. The parade included alsoalli the troops of the New Orleansdistrict of the Louisiana NationalGuard, independent military cons-MCI nds, oniforrined Odd Fellows,Pythians and Woodmen. the Fourthand Ninety-first Coast Artillery, thenaval reserves, cadets from the vari-ous schnois and universities; theGrand Army of the Republic, civicsocieties and nearly ilk, carriagescontaining the Louisiane senators andcialgcessersen, various federal, stateand city officials and representativesof commercial, professional and in-dustrial life of New Orleans.
Big Crowds.On the streets the seen wane al'roost a replica of those of tile carni-val 'season. Never before has NewOrleans been more elaboratelydecorated • Flom almost every storeand residence along the two miles ofthe route there blazed the familiarred, white and blue in tyracaftil fes-toons about the well-known features
.of the guest of the diay. A multitudecrowded the sidewalks on either sideof the route, while every gallery wasfilled and every window had an ob--SlerVer.
'From the time the president's car-riage roiled away from the Harrisonsheds under a magnificent arch of tri-umph at Liberty monument. markingthe battleground of the rath of Sep-tember, down the broad boulevard ofCanal until be finally reached his ho-tel, he had borne upon his ears andpresented to his sight the evidencethat New Orleans 's-at glad be badcoolie to visit her at the conclusion ofthe fight he had helped so much towin.
Route of Parade.The route of .procesaion lay downone side of Canal to Claborrre, thenceback over the other side to Camp,up Catnip to Calliope, and thencedown St. Oharles past the Lee mon-
ument to the city ha14, where theprincipal address of the day was de-Iiitered, and thence to the St. Charles14otiel, where the luncheon was to OC
An immense thsrong beard andcheered the addresses of the presi-dent. His talks were all strong andhis words
At nightfall the president went tothe warship West Virginia for hisgulf and sea voyage basic to Wash-ington. His departure sun markedby a dernonstraticm equal, to that giv-en his coming. The president's fare-well was marked by smiles, bows. andincessant waving of( his handsJust after dark the West '-Virginiaweighed anchor. The craft shouldput the" presidentback in Washing-ton on the 310.
- Bonen Were Even.A pmminent railroad man repeatswith great enjoyment a story that hehad from a conductor on one of thelimited expresses between New Yorkand the west.
It appears that a dapper chap inthe first chair car had naged to be-come unusually friendly titi an attrac-tive young woman in an attjpiningseat. When the train pulled- intoBuffalo the rnaebec, in taking.. leaveof the fair one, remarked:
"Dto you know, I must thank youfor an **folk awfully pleasant time.but I'm afraid you wouldn't have,been so nice to me had ism knownthat T Wets a ararriedl man." , •
"Oh, as to that," quickly and pkata •antly responded the chanhing youngwoman, "you haven't the least advan-take of me. I ant an escaped luen -
Life Insurance Too Costly.
In an article in the Reviewy of Re-views for October Walter Wellmanshows that the cost of managernientof 'life insurance companies in GreatBritain is just abOut half the cost inthis country, while the cost in theUnited States is almost three timesthat o' f carrying one of the govern-ment industrial and, mixed insurancein Germany. M. Wellman presentsth'e\fooures for last year:which showtthat the total income of all of the lifeinsurance companies in the UnitedStates amounted to $580,000,000. Ofthis amount $240,900,009 was paid topolicy holders, death claims, cash cinsurrender or maturing annuties, divi-dends, etc., whiie there was chargedas expenses of management $127,000,-coo, and as tases and state fees an-other Str000,000. This left "incomeover disbursem,ents" am:stinting to$202,000,000.
In cthrr words, out o fevery ooof gross income, only tor was paidbark to the policy holders, while theexpenses .of management, includingtaxes and fees. anwoutted to almost$24 of the $too. 'Inasmuch as theforegoing figures include all the com-panies in the country," says Mr.Wellman, "it is only fair to say thatthe concerns which do a straight oldline business, on a fairly large scale,and do not write any industrial pol-icies, show a samesehat smaller per-centage of expenses to income. Talc-ing the twenty-five leading compan-ies, 18 per cent would be a fair .state-ment of their expense ratio."But even this is per cent, as beshows, is double the cost of manage-ment in Great Britain, and in thelight of these facts and figures, itseems a necessary and altogetherfair conclusion that the general sys-tem of life insurance management inthis country is entirely too expensive,the burden being borne by the policyholder, who is compelled to pay ahigher premium rate than would becalled for under decent, conserva-tive management.
Corroboration of this view of die>sage is furnished by Prof. FranklinH. Gicklings of Columbian university,in a discussion of the ethical side ofthe insurance oontrcwersy. Roughlyspeaking, he says, the payment offaoo a year in premiums to an in-
mother company iby a man fortyyears of age, and in good health,buys an insurance of the fact value of$5,000.. An examination of the finan-ces of the great New York com-panies. as made public in the recentdiscoveries, and a comparison ofthem with the finances a the life in-
surance systems of a country likeNew Zealand, where dye business ishones* managed by the state, indi-
cates that a prentirtsn%of Sao, oughtto secure an insurance of between$10,000 and Sis,000. The large ex,-penditures for the officers, salaries,
agents' ecimmissino• and all the other
extravagancies go to show that in-
surance in this country costs entirety
too mach'
"Tine Lawson's Plan.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)Several days ago the governor., of
all the states were appealed to to.
form committee for the purpose oil
See utak a change of control of thelife insurance companies under a
movement that had been started byTom Lawson. 1 This movement was
not underStood and most of those to
whom he applied refused to take partir it, on account of the \fact that theydid not understand what was to bedone or bow it was to be done.
A circular from Lawson explains it
all. He is collecting proxies of policylisilders in the New York Life andMutual Life, to be used in voting ontire election of officer*. Theoe prox-i ees are to be d and voted be the
etTnunittee consisting of governors
and other prominent men of the country and the present grafting manage-
ment of the cojnpanies is to be
overthrown. Every policy liolder inthe two companies named is a;ked byLawson to send him a proxy to be
used in voting for the election of offi-cers and no other purpose. He hadarleady received over 16,00a,.proxiesat the time the circular was printed,and they are pouring in at the rate ofa thownind a day. He has receivadletter, from over go,000 policy hold-ers .on the subject, and will securethe proxies of almost all of themLawson recalls the fact that morethan a year ago he declared that theinsurance companies were honeycombed with graft\and rottenness, thatthey had contributed to republicancampaign fund", and had done manyother things that should not havebeen done. The people had absolutefaith in the management of the com-panies, and Lawson suffered' in repu-tation He has been fully vindicated.as the developments have been muchwore, than he indicated. Laws On warevidently on the inside and was back-ed by the facia in the case. His state-menta were all libelous, and if theyhad been warm ha would have beenattacked llrom every quarter. No suchattack hes been made and apparentlynone will be made.
Lawson has performed a publicaervicia of immense value in' exposingthe criminal rottenness of highfinance.
David Lower and wife, an sued
paignic. 
couple, were asphyxiated by gas in
men anti some women, has been ar-
A gang of eight shOplifterri, some
irested in Indianapolis. They. hailfrom different points•
their home in LaGrange, Ind.Fifty are reported dead, soowoundl-eidi and several million aoHareiof chin_ H. C Frick, tiweiron magnate, hasage done property as reauc lierft fierce removed from Pittsburg to New• • York to Live,
rioting in Santiago 
'
President Roosevelt's Tour.
eSt, Louis Republic.)In the political history of the Unit-ed, States these has been no moremarked change from unpopularity touniversal popularity on the part of apuhiic man *ad that of which Pres-ident Roosevelt will find unstintedproofs at every stopping place on hispresent tour of the South. So longas he was a candidate for renomina-tion the President bid altogether too miNsTRELs
to please Sou:hern Democrats.. Hav-ing dropped bib di
-advised interfer-ence in problems which the Southernpeople the. try-elves 1,13021e full.", under-stand, they find in him many of thequalities which they admire, and inihis course sonny of the policies 'whichthey approve. ,
On his entire route from the headof tide water on the Potomac to themiqpth of the Mississippi, Mrs Roose-pelt :milt receive cordial and enthusi-astic wietcarre from, the people. whomhe Visits. They will listen withfriendly attention to his work of goodwills
 and with eager interest to theplane of administration and legisia-tion that he may unfold. In no otherpart of the country is closer or moreintelligent attention given to publicaffairs, nor stronger devotion to theprinciples of American governmentThe Constitution of the UnitedStates, the Declaration of Independ-ence and the Monroe Doctrine haveno more ardent champions than thepeople Mr. Rooseveek is now amaing,and 'his utterance will be measuredlargely by those standards. Since Cal-houn's time they have abandoned theclaim that a monopoly protectivetariff is contrary to the Constitutionbut a great many of them still thinkthat it ought to be. He cannot pleas.,Souttairn audierices better than bygiving some assurance that the in-fluence of the President will 900tler orlater be exerted to bring relief fromthe, exactions of the tariff-madetrusts.
His plan of railroad freeight rates
regulation wit be favorably received.though the South is not nearly sodeeply interested in that subject asis the Miskile West. The part of theSpa* in which the President is trav-eling is nearer to the sea, and evenif it were furtheer, the great staple ofthe South is not SO heavily taxed infreight charges as are the heavier andbulkier products of the West.The President would greatly de-tight Southern audiences if be couldgive theirs a few burning words inassertion of the Monroe Doctrineagainst the plans of Great 'Britain togain for herself and possible Euro-pean allies a base for naval operationsin the island of Cuba. The farther
south tie travels the stronger the sen-timent he will find agaiAtspermitting
any foreign power to fit out and
maintain ships of wee on or near the
waters of the Gulf of Mexico and theCaribbean Sea.
Wintever he may say or refrainFrom saying on these and kindredsubjects, the President will never bein any doubt but that the Southern-
ers are glad to see him. They see in
a man half Southerner by birthand a good deal more than halfSoutherner in temperament and polit-ical ideas
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 549.
An Amassing Dilemma.
(Life.)
DistrWt Attorney Jerome is in for-
mal norninatioo for re-election to the
office he bas ftlitd so creditably forone term, and at present writing the
republican and dentorratic organiza-tions are .gstfirig between the de-sire to gain strength which wioniflaccrue to their respective tickets byindorsing the nomination, and the
venally strong desire to keep out ofthis important pasition an individual
who may use his official power in a
way that might prove embarrassingto professional politicians.
It's an iarnarsing situation to those
on, the outside. The politicians hateJudge Jerome became they can'tcount on bins, and don't know innwhat he may do next. At the same
entre the Tammany machine and theOdell iniaohirie would each like to
me him to whip the othter.
Whether he is indorsed by either
of the machines, or both, and no mat-ter who is nominated against aim,judge Jerome is in the fight and thepeople ,of New York owe it to then*
selves to re-elect him His contin-
uance in office is a deterrent Milo-
ence on the large namber of rascals
and criminals in this community. All
of. them, including the insurance get-
rich-quicker*, will do their best tobeat him, and it behoves all the rest
of us- to see to it that they don't
rucceeed.
An English druggist gives the fol-lowing list of blunders made by hispoor cuototriera: "Catch an ell,"
for cochineal; "prosperous ptiste," forphosphorus tient; Igerase it," for
creosote; "fishy 'water," for VicheyWater, "guitar," for catarrh; "ever-lasting," for effervescing.
The Portuguese government willbuild a railroad' from 'pelages htte toSwaziland That adds one More tothe many "openings up" in Africa.
A revival has lately closed in Shef-field, Eng,which resulted' in. srsoo
conversions. The meeting lasted but
one month.
Bohr' Watts, aged aa, Ridded atDresden, Tenn:, with morphine.
, Cause of the art is not clear.
SATURDAY OCT 28
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
Great, Barlow.
J. A. COBURN, Owner and Manager.Everything new' this season.
See the beautiful patriotic ensemble.
"The Admiral's Jubilee"
The latest in Song and Story.Real, interesting presentation of lifeaboard an "American Man-of-War."
—:-35---WHITE ARTISTS-35:—EVERY PROMISE FULFILLED.New Singers New ComediansNew Songs New JokesNew Stories 
— New NoveltiesNew, Specialties and Exclusive
Vaudeville Features,
BIG STREET PARADE AND
CONCERT.
PRICES—Matinee-25c and sotsNight--a5c, 35c, SOC and 75C •Seats on sale Friday.
1111110P
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THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548,
MONDAY NET 30
•
KANE, SHIPMAN & COLVIN
PRESENT 
•
ALBERTA GALLATIN •
: S
The London and New York Comedy
Success
'COUSIN KATE'
HUBERT HENRY DAVIS
Direct from Hudson Theatre, N. Y.
Prices: 2$, 35. 50, 75, Si and Silo.Seats on sale Saturday at g a. in.
 .14
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
TUESDAY Nri r
 31
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES,
The Glittering Comic Opera Success.
The forbidden Lund
Book by Gay F. Steely
Music by Frederic Chapin
WITH THE COMEDIAN
EDWARD GARVIE.
The Original Cast and Great BeautyChorus, mounted and aostumedwith lavish splendor.
6a—PEOPLE--65
Two carloads of egenery.
Seats on sale Monday at g a. rn
Prices: 24, 35, 50, 75,14 ard
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548
•
WEDNESDAY TN 1
BROADHURST AND CURRIE i*
PR ESE NT
CHAS A C HORN
MASON & MASON 41-
In the Big Musical Extravaganza
FRITZ AND SNIT/
With a company of
SIXTY PEOPLE
I NCLUDI N G
THE FAMOUS BEAUTY CHORUSPrices: 25, 35, so, 75 and Som.Seats in sale Tueiday. 4
Dr. R. E. Hearne
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONP 444.
Goes Without Working.
(Detroit Free Pros; )Jones—If you had your choice øfeverything going what Istnd of a jobwould you select?
Jones—I think the fi h wheel onan automobile woulft j aboist. suitme. as •
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction War-dotted
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture andaduring Go.BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114- 207-,2x3 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo tol, el-silage
Chattanooga 2.1, rising.
Cincinnati 30.43. rising.
Evansville 11.2, rising.
florence 0.7, rising.
Johnsonville 2.5, rising.
Louisville 7.7, rising. .
Mt. Carmel 8.6, standing.
Nashville 10.9, rising.
Pittsburg 4.5, failing.
Davis Island Dam 6.7, falling.
St. Louis 14.7, rising.
.Mt. Vernon 84, rising.
Paducah to.o, rising.
Burnside 3.5, rising.
Carthage 5.7, rising.
Yesterday morning the Dick Fow-
Its resumed her Cairo track. This
morning she gets out again for that
city at 8 o'clock and comes back to-
night about 11 o'clock',
The steamer Kentucky came out
oi the Tennessee river this morning
early and lays here with 5 o'clock to-
morrow afternoon before skipping
away on 'her return trip.
The work of repairing the broken
crank and wrist of the ferryboat Bet-
tie Owen, roes ahead, but it will be
some time next week before the craft
can resume burreess in her regular
trade ,
The/City. of Saitillo pa -sed out of
the Tennessee river last night bound
bac% to St. Louis.
The .Bob Dudley will not get hack
until Monday from the Cumberland
river.
The Henry Harley is today's boat
in the Evansville trade.
The Warretin was yesterday's boat
in the Evanseilk trade, getting oat
It 10 o'clock in the morning for that
Indiana city. She comes back toM1Of
"ow.
The steamboat men of this city are
looking for about eighteen feet on
the present rise, and if it comes there
will be a fine boating stage for the
heaviest and longest craft afloat.
-Things have been pretty dull now
for several months pest, in marine
einem, and a rise would be hailed
'with much pleasure.
TAR AND FEATHERS.
For a Milwaukee Man Accused of
Causing a Family Quarrel.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. ad.—John
Kenney, Milwaukee man, was tarred
and feathered by a mob in the town
or Granville. several miles north of
•Milesatilcru, Tuesday. He was chased
severe/ blocks, and then ordered to
return to the house of a kora& nam-
ed Melhorn, by whom he wee emproy
ed Mrs. Mclimen, wife of the farmer,
was severely handled. The tarring
and feathering of Kennedy arci-e from
a story of family contentions between
Meitiorn *misfits fe. Melhorn left
borne Monday after accusing his wife
of improper conduct with Kennedy.
Upon Kennedy's complaint a war-
rant was issued today icrr Geo. Keul
for assault and battery. The faces of
the men in the mob were blackened.
hut Kennedy claims he identified
Kalil as one of the mob.
MANY ILLEGAL VOTERS.
Thirty-Six Thousand Names Stricken
From Registration Lists.
Philadelphia, Oet. 26.—Announce-
ment was made by the police depart-
ment lost night that a recanyass of
evrenty-two of the forty-tsvo wards of
the city *bowed that 15,86i names
were illegally on the latest voting
lists of these ward's. The director of
public safety :aid that his depart-
ment woold snake every effort to pre-
vent the voting of the alleged fraud-
ulent names, and that the whole pow
er of the police would be directed to-
ward securing an honest electitin.
The camas, made by /the police
daring the summer months in all the
wards resulted iu striking from the
lists more than 36,0oo names.
Subscribe For The Register.
UNDER WARRANT
JAMES McNEAL ARRESTED AT
INSTANCE OF PRESIDENT
BOYD.
Editor Claude Johnson Got Word
From A. E. Hill That He Could
Not Come Sunday.
Mintorman James McNeal, of the
strett car company, yesterday was
arrestedl in the court of Justice Rich-
ard Barter on the charge of carrying
concealed weapons while aboard the
cars pursuing his duties. He is a non-
union man who refused to join the
union and staike when the Other mo-
tortnen and conductors did. The war-
rant was gotten out against him by
Mice Boyd ,the president of the mo-
tormen and conductors' union of this
cloy. MicNeal gave bond for his ap-
pearance in court next Mlonday morn-
ing afen the case wilt be tried.
The Kentucky opera house has
been selected is- the place for holding
the 'nese meeting next' Sunday after-
noon, arrangements for the
haviog been perfected y'este y by
the committer delegated for this pur-
pose, at Wlednesday night's meeting
of the Central Labor body.
Editor Claude Johnson, of the La-
bor Journal, has been instructed to
have some speakers here of note, to
address the assemblage, and jester.
day be wiliest Mr. A. E. Hill, of the
typogrephicak union, to visit the city
'on that date. In the afternoon he re-
reived a response from Mr Hill who
saidle was inmaesible for him to come,
as fie was just now on a tour through
the south in the interest of the eight-
hour movement of printers, and that
his entitle time wap being oninpletely
consismed. He telegraphed from
Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. J. D. Wood, of the miners, .was
also telegraphed for, but as yet no
reply has beim received fro* him.
Nothing of unusual incident occur-
red last night or yesterday on the
street car line.
TAFT ISSUES DENIAL.cm
Not Presidential Candidate Being Sat-
iaded With Cabinet Positinon,
Washington, Oct. 26.—The Post to-
day says:
"Secretary Taft has made the fol-
lowing announcement:
"'I have no intention of repigning
from the cabinet to make a campaign
for the presidency, and, furthermore,
I have no intentioa whatever of mak-
ing a campaign fck the office of the
nation's chief executive.'
"Secretary of War Taft is not plan
fling to enter a campaign for the pres
idency, has no intention of doing so,
is content with his seat in the cabinet
and mean* to stay there as. long as
the president desires it. Such is the
substance oi an announcement made
by him yelteeday, which will tend to
put at rest temporarily, at least, the
talk of his being a presidential candi-
date.
"'I am satisfied with my present
place and shall the plea. ed to remain
in the cabinet .11 long as I can,' add-,
ed Mr. Taft. 'I have already said'
that I had no intention of becoming
a candidate for She presidency, and
authorize no one to spring the 'presi-
dental boom as it has been called."
The Post adds that Secretary Taft's
statement wieVcalled forth by pub-
lished report" connection with hte
recent Akron, 0., speech that he has
presidential ambitions.
Woodmen Unveiling.
Next Sunday a big monument un-
veiling ceremony will be conduced
at Hinkleville, and many go down
from here to Kevi), where they take
whit-lei that carry them overland to
Kinklevitle.
Armed Posses start in pirrsuft of
bandits who robbed Ridgeville, Ind.,
bank of $6,000 and escaped after run-
ning fight with citizens.
NOTED J)IAMONDS
THE COLLARETTE WORN ,BY
MRS. CHADWICK TO BE
EXHIBITED.
The Wholesale House That Bought
-Same Will Let Padueati Patron'
View It.
People of this city wit 1 Shortly
have the privilege of viewing the
haudsome colierette worn by Mrs.
Cassie L. Chadwick the marvelous
woman about whom the newspapers
have been full the past year, account-
ing at length and considerable detail
her remarkable carter with large
banking houses, weaithy men, and
others of wide reputation, with whom
-she dealt on a stupendous scale
where nothing brit millions seem to
have been considered.
Mrs. Chadwick is now in jail and
the collarette she always wort in
meeting business men, contains six-
ty-five large and 'Nosey diamonds. It
has been bought by a large wholesale
business house of a certain city, and
this concern has agreed to let one
of its Paducah customers pet the col-
larette on exhibition here for a few
days so the people can get a look at
game. The house which bought the
neckpiece from Mks. Chadwick, sends
it around to their customers over the
country to let them display same.
The Paducah patron has received
word that the handsome and costly
affair wilt shortly arrive here for him,
SD he can exhibit same in his win-
dow. The wholesale house requires
the customers displaying the coHar-
ette to place a special policeman right
at the window to guard the valuables
during the daytime, while at night it
is to be placed in the strong vault
one of the banks bete for safekvp
inst.
The tio!'brette is Creaming about as
fauaqus as Mrs .Chadwiok and mill-
ions of people the country over have
Inked at sonar. -
Mrs. Chadwick is the alleged !swind-
ler who claims the is the iHegitimate
offspring of Andrew Carnegie, the
arettaibih:nthropist of library fame.
The basis of her operations were at
Oberlin, Ohio.
ROCKEFELLER AUTO FIEND.
Billionaire Until Short Time Ago Op-
pose to Use of Machines.
New York, Oct. A.—John D. Rock
efeller has taken such a great interest
in automobiling, says the Tribune,
that it was repotted in Tarrytown yes
terday that he will learn to run a
machine himself. Since bits retar
from Cleveland, Mr. Rockefelier_111
out in his big steamer every day, eh-
4ft beside his French chauffeur.
Until a short time ago Mr. Rocke-
feller was opposed to autoreobiles,
and had large sires bearing the
words, "No 1110t01MTS allowed," put
we. at al/ entrances to his estate at
Pocantico Hills. Now he own-. two
big machines. Wm. Rockefeller is
an expert chauffeur, and. owns site
cars of various makes.
Governor and Mrs Montague, of
Virginia, who have been the gue-os
of the Rockefeller's, left Poncantico
Hills yesterday for New York, from
where they will soon leave for their
home.
BIG RIVER EXPECTED.
Evansville, Ind, Oct. 26.—The
Ohio river is rising rapidly here. A
big fall rise is expected. All tide
streams are bank full. The early
ohipment of fall corn is looked for
and towboats are getting active.
Theer are still a few cares of yel-
Ie fever in New Orleans, Pensacola
vend other points in the South, but the
conditions are better than before,
each day showing a slight improve-
ment. •
John S. Diklay, for selling lottery
tickets, woo fined $5no in Memphis. •
SUED FORs DUES RENTS DUE
ACTION OF COMMERCIAL Criit6B W. H. RIEKE AND MRS. AL-OGAINST STARK IS LARD EACH GOT ONE FOR
DISMISSED. POAGE.
State License of E. Paley Trans- Gus Reitz Took Out Warrant Againstferred to William Orr—Some L. C. Perry, Whom He ClaimsDeeds Filed. Owes Brewery $6o Rent.
In the quarterly court yesterday Yesterday Justice ichard Barberthere was disrasiesed a wit by the issued a distress warrant against W.Commercial and Manulastusers' asso- K. Poage, the clothier, in favss- of W.ciation against Sans Starks, latter the the clothing dealer owes him for rentsaloon keeper of South Second street, of the building at 320 Broadway. Thefor the sum of $12. Starks owedrthe 'warrant placed in the heads of Sher-Commercial club that arnotmt as if Lee Potter, who attached the stockdues, and refusing to pay, suit was of clothing already tied up to satisfyfiled against him; but on finally pay- else overhanging indebtedness.ing up, the proceeding against him The sane magistrate also isssued
was dismilsed another warrant agar.st Mr. Poage, it
being for Mrs. Fannie Allard, whoState License. claims the clothier Owes her $26 rentTee state saloon license of E.. Pa.ley for her residence he 'occupies onwag transferred to William H. Orr, North Fifth between Madison andwest, bought out the other. The sa- Harrison streets. 111 esheriff levkaloon is on Broadway- near Tenth upon the stock of goods to satisfystreet. this also.
The stock has already been taken
olainre of by the sheriff on orders of
Judge Reed, in whose cOurt a judg-
ment for ;5,433 was given last week ' ---
against Mk. Poage in favor of the , B
Roberts-Wicke clothing house of , 1acon s MalariaalChicago. .Claims for rent are given,
precedence over all others, though,!
and these 'sums come out before the
balance of the debts are satisfied.
A third distress warrant was yes-
terday issued by Justice Barber, it
being for GUI Reitz, agent Ow the
Cook brewery depot here, who got
it rest against L. C. Perry, the grocer
and saksinkeeper of Seventh and
Jackson streets, who mysteriotroby
disappeared one night last week and
has never shown up. The beading
Perry occupied belongs to the brew-
ery people who claim tie owes them
about $60 rent. Constible A. C. Shel-
ton served thie document by posting
up notices on the house Perry left
his stock when he so mysteriously
decamped
Slotting hes ever been heard of DRUG STORES.him since he pulled out.
DECIDED INCREASE IS SHOWN 7th it Clay Sts. phase 3t...
Property Sold.
Property on Mill street in Mechan-
ics':erg has been sold by L. I. Hus-
bands to N. E. Ramsey for $100, and
the deed fried for record yesterday in
time county clerk's office.
Laura Butler transferred to Henry
F. Wade for $300 property on Ash-
brook avenue in Mechanicsburg.
Licensed to Many.
The clerk issued licenses to the fol-
lowing parties: John Kennedy, aged
32, of this city, and Mamie E. Stone,
aged 22, of Woodville; John £.. Quig-
ley, aged 39, and Augusta Mahoney,
Aced of, of Windsor, Ills.; William
KniCht Jr.. aged 22..of Wisconsin, and
caw; H? G. Bradley, aged 25, of tibe
cago; H. G. Bradley, aegd 25, of the
city, and Lillian Hopper. aged as, of
Fohaindkk; Abram 0. Parton, aged
;so and Sarah E. G'enn, aged 20, of
Williamson county, Illinois. The last
thrts mentioned couple were married
by judge Lightfoot in his office at
the county court house.
BOYS IN RACE RIOT
Feud Between Black and White Pu-
pils in Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Ind, Oct. 26.—A race
riot between schooi boy: occurred
last night on West Michigan street,
in which William O'Connell, a four-
teen-year-old white boy, was shot and
seriously wounded- by Edward Han-
ford, a twelve-year-old negro.
There has been trouble between the
two races attending the school for
several daya, and it cubhinated in
riot, in which the Ha ford boy uatrd
a rifle he had bought for the purpose.
The negro boy had been chased home
on three or four occasions, and last
night a crowd of white boys attacked
him and others of hi. mace.
According to Hansford. O'Connell
was the leader of the attacking party.
He presented the rifle, he says, to
scare the white boys. When they did
not ..tots he fired upon them, wound-
ing O'Connell in the arm and shoul-
der.
Correct Carriage.
The woman who v.-ouid be beauti-
ful must carry herself well. A perfect-
ly proportioned figure is a thing to
be desired, but it is of little avail
without perfect carriage. Stand with
time weight of the body on the balls
of the feet, with the chest high and
be naturally drawn in and the cor-
be naturally drawn in and the coon- I
rect position will oome of its own
accord. Slicstriders, hips and ankles
should all be in line, Don't throw
hack the hips too far: don't gird in
the waist' so that owe internal or-
gans are disturbed'. Stand erect,
breathe deeply \and avoid eccentrici-
ties of gait. Never allow an alleged
fashion or fad to interfere with nor-
mal carriages—Woman's Ifome Com-
1
' Ben W. Vincent, who ran a
"broker's office" in Cairo is non est
'according to the local press, and va-
rious creditors are mourning the fact,
'WIND'S; IZEilisOlitar
Fountain
Syringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Paca rubber, the best
yet- '
In Trade Movements During Sep-
tember, Says Government Report.
Wasbington, Oct. ad—Decided in-
creases' in trade movements are
shown during September, as well as
the total for the nine months of this
year over corresponding periods of
lost year; by summaries issued by the
department of cckunerce and labor.
The grain exports for the nine
months this year amoented to 105,-
219,693 bushels, as cempared with
48.573,706 for the same months hot
year. These reports for the year are
preliminary and estimated to include
97 per cent. of the actual shipment.
I * This year the corn exports have
lbeen 82,752,212 bullets', as compared
',with 34,441,771 bushels for the cor-
reipotxling mionthe last year.? The
September export of grain this yearr 
amounted to more than ten million
bushels over September of 1904.
The domestic movements of trade
during September show the same in-
crease. Nearly two million bead of
livestock arrived at five of the largest
centers lit excess of September a year
ago, white the increaee in the receipts
of grain in twelve important interior
'centers aggregates over twenty-seven
i million bushels more than the corres-
ponding month last year.
A Day to Remember.
Sweet Young Thing—Oh, this has
been a wonderful day—my sixteenth
birthday! I've had my first kiss from
Arthur and my last box on the ears
from -Mammal—Mleggendorfer Blat-
tele
panion come for pretty good sums.
J. G. Oehlschlaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAP TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE mArk
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED
BACON'S
& Jackson Sta. phone 23,
11.1.1111116111111.1121111111111MIMINI111111111111
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptisns remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
William York, who is, under indict- --
ment for kiMing his brother, attempt-
ed suicide in the jail at Lawrence-
burg, Ky.. by use of a knife and tak-
ing morphine. While his condition is
serious it is believed he will reseso.
York is quite aged.
H. T. liessig. M. D.
Office
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
 4011111111111111111111111111P 
Best Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to OtaT:Cor.l Tha-A the Or4inary. Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)
Second and Ohio Streets C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
0.•
•AT Tiff K[NRCK
MATINEE AND NIGHT, OCTOBER 28.
Barlow ltLinisteels at the Century
'last night gave a most enjoyable per-
formaoce and pleased the large au-
-faience which had came out in apite
a the bad weather. Manager Co-
burn ahvays has a good minstrel
company. He is not as pretentious
as some who visit Jackson each year,
but he comes as near giving his pa-
trons "their money's worth" as any
of thent
A militaryefete is the curtain raiser
and the audience seemed to appreci-
-ate the change from the old time en-
The singing was good, the music
excellent, and the dancing as fine as
-bas ever been seen in Jackson. Some
real live new jokes were sprung,
witich, in this day and time of
modern minstrelsy, is worth "ald the
mbney."—Clarion Ledger Jackson,
Miss.
At Moe Kentucky nxitinee and night
exhilarating endi refrehing. It tells
a sensible, well defined story, dealing
with the adventures of a breakfast
food inventor with a party of Amer-
ican friends within the sacred pre-
cincts ..of the holy city of Lhassa, the
capital and principal citr of the hith-
erto forbidden land of Tibet. Were
it iscii for that exceik-nt and interest-
ing book of research and travel, "In
the Fodbidden Lance" written by
Hem-y Savage Landor, the first white
man to penetrate the interior of this
this hitherto inaccessible region, and
the mere recent British invasion by
the British expedition under °done!
Youtnehiusband, it would have been
impossible to have shown the peculiar
habits and dress of tins strange peo-
ple, or the- quaint and curious archi-
tecture of their cities. Mr. Guy F.
Steely, wises wrote the book of the
opera, has succeeded admirably in
tranereanti this interestin 
 tomg _ g playtomorrow. the lenge, and showing them in con-
trast to Caucasians. The musical
"Cousin Kate. " 
score is the work of Mr. FredericOnce upon a time there was a Ottapin a composer of almost nation-
'Chesty Manager who liked nothing '
at reputation and is far and away thebetter than to cause young actor, 'best thing of the kind now before theand actresses trouble. Whenever they public. The scenic and costume di!applied to him for a job he would play is complete and elaborate, andblow up to seven hundred and ...,__ _. 
  ,___
eighty and turn them &sell with an i 'ca'' headed w' Edw.") Gary'',includes Charles A. Morgan, W. H.Iawful bus. One day there came to
Darter Thomas Cameron H hieMm a young Virginia debutante, who ' ' —"a--Flaherty. H. S. Austin, Abbott A&worsted to go on the stage. As was
ants, Alma Yotein, Grace MeArty andomit with him he whispered "skid- Mabel Laflin.deo* through his no and roNed The engagement here will takeover in his,. °flare chair for another place at the Kentucky Tuesday nightnap.
Sid ore day he happened to notice next' •
-the name Alberta GaMatin on a pro-
"Frits an4I Snitz."gramme at a theater where the Mason and Mason, who are classedmighty Richard Mjansfield was play-I
with the leading exponents of corn-ing. And some time later he saw the
same narnie in support of E. H. Seth-ledY" wilt be seen at the Kentucky
next Wednesday night, in the two
-actern. He thought it looked familiar to
musical play, "Fritiz and Snitz," as-
'whore 
hut could not emembee just
wh he had heard it. Then he saw (!ist,e(2., by a company of sixty people,
it again many tines in company with I Lliel'inse bitr_ h°rus which is said
Minnie elladdern Fiske, Henry Mill-1,".contain a bevy of very helitatiftil
The production is-er. Jacob Adler, Joseph Jefferson and
new and Miessirs. Broadhursttouch like celebrated, lights of the entirely
and Currie, the managers, WV saidstage. And then be tumbled and
to have spared no expense in theirwent around to the stage door with a;
endeavor to wake this one of thelittle supolication. But this time it
mierriss and itsost enjoyable- attrac-ewes he wine felt the proximity of thehe eons on die road. The music is said4north pole. And mourefully
to be very catchy and the dFalegiteturned awya.
remarkably witty. The story brieflyAnd when he saw the name still
told, is as follows: A retired millionslater, this time heading the bills of
ana stiff are, aspiring to a better station in"Linde- the Restoration."
again in the sarne position on the i society, seeks through a matrimonial
urge the introduction to his daugieparser for Theen's "Ghosts" be got!
1_1 ter, of a German baron, who is invit-wise in a heap and again sc
for the stage door, this timeratigt3ha I ed to the prospective bride's home.prayer. But the actress would have bui who, theoweh an unforeseen semi-
sent him! dent fails to arrive at the appointednothing to do with hint and
time, ,whicit greatly worries the miat-on This way, a wiser manager than he . .
'had ever been before. • irienonial agent. In the meantime
Fritz and shortly following him'Since then he has been good to
Snitz, two Germans who greatly re-young actors and actresses. He now ;
eendek one another, appear upon teegives them a chance.
• Moral: Even if you are not a man- sicene. The agent thinks he sees a
way out "of his 'd'ile'm'ma and induces*ger it is best to see an actress at
work before passing an opinion rye Fritz to disguise himself as the baron,
and after mistaking Snitz for Fritz,*eying what she can do.
At the Kentucky Monday night.
--
"The Forbidden Land."
That splendid comic opera eticcesn
'The Forbidden Land.," is *really tut-
he persuades the latter to the seine
course. They both meet the million-
aire's daughter at different times and
she, too, mistakes one for the other.
Both are endeavoring to win her
like anything in its line that has been hand in marriage, when the ?eel
-offered to theatergoers here. It is baron -arrives. Consternation pee-
-not a elapostick, volgae show depend. i vans, bet knowing tkat the million-
•ent upon a lavish display of unclad aire heel a• great aversion for auto-
femininity; neither does it inclede a ha°1hi'le5- they
 
dres's up
 the ?Aline as a
-dialect comedian. It marks an epoch. chauffeur and, he is immediately eject-
.% the lighter forms of musical en- ; ed from the premises by the servants.
ly. 
1tertaintnient, telling, RS it . ne ns s, a ra- Many hateghable coalelieatio seise
tional story terse and wittily writ- before the identity of the real baron
ten and there is an atmosphere of is finally established.
legitimacy about it which will make
it appeal to people of intelligence and
discretion. It, fun bears no trace of
,nilgarity; its humor no tinge of sow
allestivencest It is kan, wholesome,
The mayor of Rock Telandi 114, by
neglecting to file amended nomina-
tion papers, can ns, appear on tiscitiet
as csnaidate for ss.
TROLLEY CRASH
RUNAWAY STREET CAR RUNS
INTO ANOTHER CAR IN
NEW YORK.
Two Employes So Badly Injured That
They Are Not Expected to
Live—Many Hurt
New York, bet. 26.—A runaway
street .car on the new Wileiamsburg
suspension bridge, across the East
river, today coxed the injury of 25
persons, two of them probably being
fatally hurt. For a thousand feet
down the incline on the Manhattan
approach of the bridge a Christopher
street car ran with its brakes out etf
order until it hit and demolished a
standing Fourteenth street car in
which were, uevienty-five passengers.
In this latter car most.of the 'injuries
occured. It was ten minutes before
the broken roof, sides and floor of
this car could be taken off from the
last passenger, who was buried under
the 'wreckage.
John Holden, motorman of the
Christopher street car, who remained
on the front of hie runaway car, try-
ing to stop it up to the last ten yards
of the down-hill rush, was caught be-
tween the two cars, receiving a frac-
ture IA the skull and internal injuries
from which he es expected to die.
Geoirge Bryid, employe of the
Western Electric company, also suf-
fered a fractured skull and was taken
to the hospital, not expected to live.
The Fourteenth street car blockad-
ed by a truck, was standing near the
end of the bridge above Attorney
street. Its passengers saw the other
car bearing down on them with its
frantic motorman making iiigne that
he cots/el not stop. The mien on the
rear platform of the standing car
jumped off in safety. The threescore
passengers inside the car fought wild
ly with each•other to eecape, block-
ing the doorwayn. As the runaway
car 'approached the rear platform,
those near the doorway pulled' back
the pasertgers who were stepping out
upon the platform, thereby undoubt-
edly saving their eves. Thie plat-
form was split into two dozen pieces
a few seconds later.
The sides of the Pourteenth street
car became detached from the roof
and collapsed inward, while the roof
came down on the head, of imprison-
ed passengers. Men broke out the
windows, and, crawling out of there
openings, drew the women after
them. •
The Christopher street car was not
so badly damaged, although flying
ease cut notne of its occupants bad-
ly. The Delancey street police sta-
tion was converted into a temporary
hospital, fburteen injured pens be-
ing cared for there by the rut-iron'
Who were ounnsioned with ati passible
speed.
Heat in Crowded Rooms.
(Harper's Weekly.)
SoOtTlt novel conclusions aa to the
physiological action of air in crowd-
ed rooms have recently been reached
by Dr. Paul, of the Breslau Hygenic
institute. This authority, as the result
of extenaive experiments, maintains
that the unpleasant effects on persons
present in overcrowded apartments
are due mainly to the retention of
beat by the body, and is not, as is
the generally accepted theory, prochic
ed by the volatffe prodta.o. emitted
by the skin and lungs. The human
body under normal conditions loses
heat not only during the procesw of
respiration, but also by the evapora-
tion of moieure, conduction, and res-
piratign. If the air, as is usually the
case in a crowded mom, is of high
temperature there can- be little toes
by conduction, while if it contain, a
high proportion of moisture, ao is
ale° likely under such conditions, this
process is also hindered Further-
more, when a body is surrounded by
others at the eatne temperature, heat
lasses by radiation are very incom-
plete. Dr. Paul therefbre, errelleavor-
ed properly to regulate the heat, rid
found that by reducing temperatures
he was able to eliminate headache and
other disagreeable eiymptome, even
when there was present in the air 15
per cent. of carbon dioxide, and it
was saturated with resonation pro-
duct. If the tennierature were not
properly regulated the unpleasant
symptom, were encountered even
With abeolutely pure air, and the re-
tention of heaowas shown by a dis-
tinct rise in the body temperature.
Low Rates to California.
From September 15. to October 31,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell one-way tecond-class
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt, Paducah, Ky.
G. C War6eld, T. A.. Union Depot.
In answer to a call for help which
movies brigtee life-saving crew at
Erie, Pa, battles sixteen Soars with
'eaves and. finally is picked up when
about to collapse with hunger and
fatigue *
Uri Hioki, %erecters- of Japanese
legation at Washington, in speech at
Cleveland denies that mikado has de-
signs an the Philippine islands.
Wisconsin's contest for g-overnior
begins early, several candidates for
the republican nomination having ap
peued.
EDGAR 1W.' WHITTEMORE,
.REA.1. ESTATE AGENCY
manta' REAL ESTATis. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM. f.AST
MONTHLY PAYMEN? LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRIM UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. ilEND FOR IT'.
EDGE R W. WINTY11131101Ut. IPsedunah. a.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARPIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE db• BLACK
MERCHANT TAILOR&
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S CELE-
HEATED
big')
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Special toYarmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. 1LANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mechanics' & Farmers' Savings Rank,
Room 3, Amer.-Ger. Nat. Bank.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
eke over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
as
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANL` THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon too Red.
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. lo, 1905.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with 'all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 1882, as amended by the Act ap-
proved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-
ly, until close of business on October
to, 1925.
In testimony whereof witnest my.
hand and seal of office this Tentlf day
of October, tgoo
(SEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No. eseg. Extension No. 93e.
Subscribe For The Register. -
W. Saha Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Bentloo, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
nips B. McGregory,'
Beaton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Pbooe 3o3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned.
dyed or repaired, take them to E. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line c.f samples for tints
in the city. Sults made to order.
A. S. DA.BNEY,
--DE NTIS T—
Truebeart Building.
•
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office bears a to :a a. ta.., a be 3
p. na. and 7 to g 33. in.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent
4o: Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4911 Red; New Phone en
Paducah, Kaseucky.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, hos Symons
worth of city property for male and
ffilrey-Erre farms: also three safes.
tioneel for rent
Tedephone. old. Ms.
Taylor Lucas.
LAWYERS.
Botff Phones 695--Rooms 203 and 304
Fraterity Building.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room No. 5, Columbia Banditti"
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to I) IL M.; 1 to 3 p.111, 7 to g Q. 111.
11. 1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 130 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sad Office is
D. 0. C'ARKA
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCA.H, KY.
Oftieral Practice.
soli-.me Fritter:thy Building.
Ofile• also Perk Shi'g, Mayfield Ky.
Subeeribe for THE RESISTOR.
EXCURSIONS
St. loonis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. in.For .other Information apply to Jas.Koger, superintendent; Frank L.Brown, agint.
J. K. HENDRIVX. J. G. MILLER
WM. WARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWY ERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
init, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the tourts of the
state. Both phones 3z.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
Sto\Pes ar2c1
Fintr2itlarte.
B u) anything and sell everything.
Court street. Old phone 1315.
Clem F
blowing wagon in connection.
E. H. PURVEAR,
AT TOR NE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms s and 6 Register Byname.
323 1-s Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phcrte 4go.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome :3 and 14 Columbia Building.
Old Phone lox
- at
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, 11 and ra, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
 a
Dr. B. T, flail
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, iso
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355-
Residence zap Clay, Old Phone 169s
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Illinois.
•
•
D. Sidney Smith° -
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co,, 306 Broadway.
DR W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120.
Residence, gig Broadway.
Phone 149.
Office phone ass, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone :96, 400 1-2 Broaaway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Not Air Baths given when ha.
Wool&
p.
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MOTHERHOOD
Actual Sterility in Women Is Vt ry Rare—Healthy
Mothers and Children Make Happy Homes.
Many woman long for a chUd to blesstheir homes, but because of some de-bility or displacement of the femaleorgans they are barren.
Preparation for healthy maternity isaccomplished by Lydia E. PinkbanesVegetableCom4taddsorusuaciessfullythan by any 
'because itgives tone Ann
female orgoank, 
.entlre
meats, ulceration and in
A woman who is in good_sneraiitalcondition transmits to her childllin theblessings of a good constitution. Isnot that an incentive to prepare for •healthy maternity?
If expectant mothers would fortifythemselves with Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable Compound, which for thirtyyears has sustained thoussods ofwomen in this condition. there wouldbe a great decrease In miscarriages, inguttering, and in disappointments atbirth.
The following letters to Mrs. Pink-hasa demonstrate the power of Lydia
• Plakhain's Vegetable Compound insnob mesa.
Mrs. L. C. Glover, Vice-President ofMilwaukee Business Woman's Associas,time of 614 Grove Street, Milwaukee,Wis., writes:
Dear Mrs, Pinkluent—
"I woe married for several_newes sad noebtkiren bismed oar bona The doctor saidI had • corks of female trembles andI could else vs say children dem I °meldbe cent mantis I teak his sestbilms,trying ea vsda fora core, bates hit bmetan& Dolma diegaeleil lad sateinied Ilse Ilitiff Wawa Env ems ilimillsi by
try Lydia K Pinkbam's Vegetable Conspound; this I did, and I improved steadily inhealth, and in lees than two years.. beautifulchild cams to bless our borne Now we havesomething to lies for, and all the credit isdue t,o Lydia E. Finlike:les Vegetable Com-pound."
Mrs Mae P. Wherry, Secretary ofthe North Shore Oratorical Society,The Norms, Milwaukee, Wis., writes.
Dear
trim-
=it  and enw= to tweseo= Lydn. Clempeend was recom-$sme,aM ant @ogled I took it., forit ehmegiel NO from a weak, nereons womanhapvishanied healthy one within
two years a lovely
ear 
erlitigss pride and
day I oleistc7cliaI. P Vegetable Compound forthe health and happiness it brought toour name"
If any woman thinks she is sterile,or has doubts about her ability to carrya child to a mature birth let her writeto Mrs. Pinkhane Lynn, Mass., whoseadvice is free to all expectant orwould-be mothers. She has helpedthousands of women through this anx-ious period.
Women suffering with irregular orpainful menstruation, leueorrhoas, dis-placement. ulceration or inflammationof the womb, that bearing down feel-ing or ovarian trouble, backache, bloat-ing or nervous prostration, should re-member that Lydia B. Pinkham's Vege-table Compound holds the record forthe greatest number of actual curesof women's ills, and accept no substi-tute.
Mrs. Phalan% Advice
t 4s MAN WHO GUARDS GOVERN-
MENT COIN TELLS OF TRUST.
TREASURER TREAT REPORTS INCREASED DEMAND FORWein nF SMALL DENOMINATION—CASH IN EXISTENCE
NEARLY THREE BILLIONS—FOR TWO YEARS EXPENDI-
TURES HAVE BEEN IN EXCESS OF REVNUS.
•
(Washington Special.)
Treasurer Treat. of the United
States, in his annual report Apr the
fisca: year tgos, sayer in
"There is an increased demand for
more paper currency of the denten-f
 inations of $ro and under, owing to
the business inteeests of the country.
.•4640The treasury has partia'Ay supplied
needs by redeeming and retiring
es of the Wove denominations andis netting notes for smaller denomi-
nations in substitution therefor.
"The eminent of United States cur-
rency in denominations of $to and
under outstanding June 30, mos, was$730.782,1790 an iwcrease of $4.635.-320 during the year. The total in-
teem in thee(' denomination" from
Marti) I. moo, to June 30, 1905, was$167,186,321, or an average of a little
more than $31,000,000 each year.
The eminent of United States paper
currency of the denomination of Saeand above outstanding at the dose of
the fitcal year was about $91,00sectoo,
exclusive of red certificates, and un-der prevent conditions the presents-
of these notes for redintiption in
future will be the only resource avail-
able to the treasury for supplying thedemand for smaller deoominations of
• 
curcency. The Meijer denominationsi are received) in small amount-4 only
for redemption. The limit has prac-
ticaily been reached in making
changes in denominations through
the procese of redetri•ptien and-
 re-issue. The presientation • of large
notes, for redemption will probably be
too slew to meet the demand for
mall bill,. During the year there
were $637,540,000of United States pa-
per currency issued and $623,026.000
redeemed. National bank notes ag-
gregating $3o8,2913,760 were presented
d for redemption, or 65.84 per cent of
the average amount Ottstanding. The
payments for the net proceed.; cif the
note. redeemed consisted of $146,-
595,108 in United Statile; currency,
Mostly in denominations of $5 and
uneter, and of $107,599,547 in clocks
on eitibtreasury offices, and el $52,622,-
702 in reedits, to redemption fund or
in general account.
The Public Debt.
"Transaction" in the public debt
resulted in a net increase of $900 in
the interest-bearing debts, by the
cotrversion of refunding certificates
with seemed, interest into the funded
loan of 1907, while reductions are
recorded of $600,675 on the debt on
Sc
C
which interest hue ceased since ma-
turity, arid cif $3,302,146 in the debtbearing no interest. The net resultis a reduction of $3,901,921.
For the past two year the expen-ditures of the government have beenin excess of the revenues to the ag-
gregate amount of more than $64,-
000.000. This, however, included the
extreordiriary expenditure in 1904 of$50.000nina on secoont of the Panama
canal; this is the first year in the
past six years when the ordinary ex-penditures were in excess of the rev-
enue', and the amount was $21004,-22K The available cash balance on
Jaime 30 kit of $145o0ee9t, largely
the accumurlation of former yearn, isdeemed adequate to meet the de-
mands upon the treasury for some
time to come.
The treasurer refers to the excess
of expeedituree over revenues in the
earby part of the year and the Pre-
caution adopted by *ithdrawing from
"the depreetory banns a part of the
public money' land by,
 
them, and thebalance therein to tbe reedit of thegeneral Juno June 30 last became$05,084,247" There ate 3,,82 nation-
al banks that have bon & on depositto IICC110, hank circulation and g37
to secere public moneys.
Referring to the movement oft the
crops the report lays that since Jan-
uary. Itioo, this movement has aver-
aged about $27,000.000 annually, andin this cxxenection action by congress
to enlarge. the vokerre of small notesis recomeriendkd in view of the veryheavy &mann' for them which thetreasury ties not at all times been
able to meet.
Coinage of Silver.
The' coinage of silver drifters wasdiscontinued during the year, owingto the exhaustion of silver bullion
avaitable. The stock of this coin inthe country last June 30 W1R9 $558,815.-855, exclusive of $9,413,000 64 such
coin held in the treasury against out-
standing h.-easiest notes. The amount
of silver (killers in circulation June
13. 19055 was $73.584•336. against$71,313,826 twelve triontial before. Itis estimated that the maximum cir-
culation of silver dollars has been
&ached. The total number of thew(toners received annually at thetreasury, offices is about $5o,noo,000,
am? of this erraount for the coming
years it is estimated that snore than$6oecoo anmenty will be in worn and
abraded coin unfit for circulation.
The stock of subsidiary silver
coin June ,3, 1905, was $114,624,189,
an increase of $7,762,168 during the
year The amount in circulation at
the close oil the year eves ,$101,437,-707 and the amount in ,the treasury
-$13,386•482 •\
"The continued increase in our
monetary stook and circulation is one
that engages the thoughtful attention
04 financiers and also excites a just
pride among our people as an evi-
dence of the remarkable growth of
the resources of the country. The
total stock of money June 13, 1905,
was $2,874,109,864, of which $295,-227,211 was held in the treasury as
assets of the ient and $2,578,-822,653 was irculation, making a
per capita of 431.68. The growth in
the general stock of money during
the year was $79,605,729, and the in-
crease in the element in circulation
$68.739,793. Of the amount in circu-
lation srol dand gold certificates rep-
resent 43.9 per cent, silver and silver
certificates 24,4 per cent, United
States notes and tre-astioy notes 13.2
per cent, and national bank notes
18.5 per cent. '
Gold Circulation.
"There is a continued increase ie
the proportion of gold and nation
bank notes in ciectiation, while there
is a steady decline in the proportion
of silver, silver certificates and trees-
nry notes. The volurrue of United
States notes. is fixed, and for this
reason the variation is slight.
"Since 1996 gold. has increased
more than any other kind of money
in circulation.
"The total gold in the treasury on
June 13, 1905, amounted to $'o6,592,-
and by Oct. 19, 1905, it had at-
tained a maximum at $748,425,923. No
ether government has ever held so
much of the. precious metal.
"The paper currency issued direct church in whch to worship and noby the national government amounts eergyinan to tell the people whetherto 72 per cent of the stock of paper
money in the country and embraces
more than 85 per cent of the notes
and certificates outstanding of the de-
nominations of $5 and under. This
being the predbminating medium of
exchange, it is subjected to very
rough usage, which soon reduces it to
a condition unfit for circulation.
:It is suggested that provision
shouk) be made that will 'enlarge the
facilities to all holders to exchange
worn for new currency, and in furth-
erance of this object section 3932 of
the Revised Statutes may be amend-
ed to permit holders of defaced and
mutilated United States currency. to
forward the same by registered main
without charge, to the treasurer of
the United States for redemption."
ISLAND IN MAINE
HAS A POPULATION OF 42 AND
IS MILE AND A HALF
LONG.
No Government Taxes, Mosquitoes,
Rats, Roaches or Lawyers
Known There.
TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.
The health department's circular
warning the public of the danger of
pneumonia and telling -how st may be
escaped is timely, oars the Chicago
Tribune. The pneumonia season is
now fairly open and will continue
through the next six or seven months.
The prevalence which this deadly
of virulent bacterial &eases shall at-
tain will depend chieflly upon the
kind of care people takesof themselves
Those who strive to keep in good
general health need have no fear of
it.
Drunkenness, according to Dr. Her
man Spaulding, author of the circular,
is "foremost among the habits of man
kind that aid in the propagation of
pneumonia." Overeating is another
form of intemperance which makes
people fall easy victims. Failure to
bathe frequently and breathing
through the mouth increase the lia-
bility of contracting the disease. Over
heated houses are the cause of many
cases. People toast themselves in fur
mice and steamireated flats, dwellings
and offices until they are incapable of
standing 'evert weather, and when
they venture ontdocirs they cateh
colds which in many inotanees devel-
op into pneumonia and speedily bring
them to their death beds. There
would be a great deal tese pneum•eniaif the rule were generally adopted of
never letting the temperature of thehomer, or office exceed 70 degrees.
Dr. Spaulating might profitably have
added to his suggestions the onetouching the desseabinty of taking regWally during cold weather a reason-
able amount of outdoor exercise.Meet people get out doors more prkias hs winter and early spring when
windows and door* in buiklihg.s and
cars are kept dosed, and it is mecca
sery to go out if fresh air is to begot, a majority disliking to brave the
cold, keep closely .indoors. The germe
which causes pneumonia have no ene-
my so dreadly as fresh air. Investi-gations show they are always, muchless numerous in the mouths and nos-trils of outdoor than of indoor work-
ers. Thooe who have been accustom-
ed to stick close to the stove or ra-diators denim cold weather would dowell, therefore, to adopt the practice(n taking a brisk half hour's or hour's
constitutional in the frecb air daily.It re one of the surest preventativesnot only of pneumonia but of mostother ailment's and dice:Iwo. Personswho have the patience to take pre-cautions need have little fear of prveumemia.
B. Frank Clyde, millionaine, clubmember and vieespresident of bigsteamship company, is dueled todeath under engine's wheels in Phil-adelebia.
lifeeting of New York city emepeeyeli to indorse Hearst candidacyfor mayor,
 distovered and investiga-tion may foitcren •
The map of the United States coast
survey shows a long,, narrow strip of
land on the border lytig between Pe-
nobscot Bay and the Atlantic Ocean.
It is known on the charts as Ragged
Island, but sentimental summer re.Ei-
dents have named it Ce.:e Haveni in
honor of old John Crie, a bearded
Scototenan, Who tettled there among
the rocks more than half 'a century
ago, says the Philadelphia Record.
The regular all-the-year residents
new member 42, but in July and Au-
gust, when the vacation tourists in-
vane the place, there often are from
8o to too persons living among the
rocks and taking on heavy coats of
tan frpm the fresh sea breezes.
Stuntrits. ot social problems say the
residents of this community have
more of the real comforts of life and
lets of life's worrns than any other
people on the globe. The island is
under no form of goVernment, and.
although it is a part of the Aate of
Maine, the people pay no taxes and
have no officers of any kind. There
is not a rat or a _mouse iri all of its
mile and a half of leney width. There
arc no roadies in- the pantries, no
cats or doge- behind the stoves', and
no mosquitoes in the fresh pools of
crystal water. The island has no
they are doing right or wrong.
No lawyer ever tended' there and
140 sheriff or constable ever went to
issue summons or to serve processes.
A kindly doctor. who tires n Rock-
land, is the only physician vs o makes
profesvional visits to the place, and
he is told to come by carrier pigeona,
which fly to the mainland faster than
eye steamboat can take the message.
As noon as the physician receives, a
call he liberates a pigeon from his
loft, which bears a message tellihg
when to send a boat to meet him at
tfartinicus so that there may be no
[delay.
r There are eight cows and three
hones on the island, but not a mile
"f road for them to travel in. The
I teases are used for hauling up boats
Arad the cows give milk for v:sitors.
Everybody walks by well-worn foot-
path*, which were originally made by
the cows while .Eieeking fresh feed
among the bowlders. The chief and
practically the only occupation of the
eendents is catching lobsters in pots
covered with netting. Every person
tries to capture enough every day to
bring three dollars, which is easily
done when lobsters are sold to the
,earners for ten anal fifteen cents a
pound. As it takes only about two
hours to tend the lobster poses the is-
landers spend the rest of their time
in building boats, whitthnit driftwood
and eating lobster's which are too
short to sell.
John Ericson, a gigantic Swede, is
the only celebrated Man on the island.
He is fix feet tall, weighs 234 pounds
and everybody believes him to be
the most powerful man on earth.
They talk by the hour about his feats
of strength. LILA summer, when the
new iron keel for Capt. Junes' sloop
yacht came to the island by steamer
and was put on the wharf, men wentto catch the horses to haul the heavy
ninth of iron up the pier and aroundtr. the yard. While they were awayEricson shouldered the keel and did
not put it down until he had placed it
under the bottom of the yacht. Thedittance was six hundred feet and theweigth of the keel Logo poundal. Ason of Ericson, John, Jr., went toschool until lee weighed more thanthe five other pupils combined, andfinished his education at the age ofts. He then tipped the wake at 212Pounds.
Carlyle's Bad Spelling.
•A farmer in Manitoba wears on hiswatch chain a bluckelled metal disk,which has attached to it the follow-ing history: Some thirty years agohe was a booking clerk in a railwayStation in Dumfrieshire. One dayThomas Carlyle, whom he knew bysight, took a ticket for a short runby rail and laid down a shilling. Theclerk, eager to secure a souvenir ofhis faminee countryman, pet the coinaside and from his own pocket madeup the deficiency. He left the rail-
way service and for a king time wasout of a situation. vIntimtately, alsthough, sorely against the grain, hewas impelled to part with his last---the treasured Carlyle—shilling. Butit wciertet not stand the ringing test.Then the fact was made evident tothe ex-railway desk that ,somebonyhad palmed off on the sage of Ohel-
"lea a verifies ehillinct! Thin the lore
of value on the relic's part enabledhim to stick to it. Relatives sent himto Manitoba, where he prospered,
and the frank/lent Carlyle sniffing hasking been his more treasured noose,-
 
 Daity News.
Ieham: Rendollph, inembein of board
of consulting eneineers, on reternfrom Panama declares canal is feesibie and that work will be completedin ten years.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aend, 1905.
South Bound. No. roz
Leave Cineitenti 
 -8:20 a.m.
No. 121
Leave Louisville 
 12:20 p.m. 7:25a.m.Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
 3:40 i1:05am.Leave Central City 
 3:55 12:30p.m..Leave Nortonville 
 4:37 1 :28a.m.Leave Evensville 
 
• 8:30a.m.Leave Hopkinsville 
11:2041.111.Leave Prineeton------ 
2:27 a.m. 2:35p.m.Arrive Paducah 3:40 a.m. 4 :IN.=Leave Paducah 
 3:45 a.m. 4:2op.m.Arrive Fulton 4:30 a.m. 6:oop.ns.Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 5:17 a.mArrive Rives 
 5:23 a.mArrive Jackeon 7:15 oneArrive Memphis 
 to:3o p.m. 8:15 a.m.
8:3opons
No. 122
Arr;ve New Orleanc
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
 
Leave Jackson, Tenn
Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
 
Arrive liopkinoville
Arrive Evansville 
 
Arrive nnortotiville 
 
Arrive • Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch
Arrive Owensboro 
 
Arrive Louisville 
 
Arrive Cincinnati 
 
p.m.
p.m.
p.m,
5:25 p.m.
640 p.m.
6:45 Pin'7:55 P.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:39 p.m.
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 eon.
6:3o p.m.
12:08 aon.
:03 a:M.
1-.40 a.m.
4:40 p.m.
No. 102
7:10 p.m.
6:so a.m.
9:4o a.m.
9:48 a.m.
to:f o a.m.
II :20 LIM
II :25 LID.
12:39 p.m.
3:50 ).rn
6:25 p.m.
I:28 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
3:oo p.m.
4:55 p.m.
5:35 em-
9:15 p.m.
No. 104
cies a.m.
tioo p.m
10:10 pm
11:58 p.m
9:15
12:35
1:43
1:4S
3:co
9:4o
9:45
3:51
4:30
, 5:13
8:t5
7:50
11:55
p.m
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a M.
.01.
a.m.
am,
a. in,
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
..
6:ooa.ne.
7 weenie
7 :solemn
9:29ente
0 :35a.m.
11:30a .m.
12-5sp.m.
4:551om.
4 :55P111.
(North
Lv. Paducah....
Ar. Carbondale..
Ar. Chicago 
Ar. St. Louis 
12 :4op.m.
4:25P.m.
5 :3oa m.
8:osp.m.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
Bound.)' (South Bound.)No. 306. No. 374. No. 305.4:20p.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.8:40p.m. Lv. Chicago.... 2 :5oa.m.8 :o5a.m. Lv. Carbondale. Ii :4oa.m.
7:08a.m• Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.ne
No. 375.
9:40P-m.
6:2oposs.
7:osaose
I I =same
lor.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Ar.
kr.
Hopkinsville
Princeton..
Paducah....
Paducah.
Cairo 
St. Louis 
Chicago 
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.(North Bound.) (South
tonnot
t
a:35nnl.
4:15P1n.
7X•Op.M.
8:35Pon
7:cita.ut
805a.m.
135-835
'6:4oa.rn.
7:45a-m.
9osa.m.
9:3oa.m.
It :toa.m.
5:oop M.
9:3op.m.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Ar.
Chicago....
St. Louis ..
Cairo 
Paducah 
Paducah 
Princeton 
 
Hopkinsville
Bound.)
122-822
6:2op m.9:4op.m.
6:ooa.m.
7:4na-rn-
7:soa.ne
9:29a.m.
136-83ft
9:45a.m.
2:15e.m.
6:2op.m.
8:top.m.
8:15p.m..
9:5op.m.
II :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run deity except Sunday. 411 other trains rundaily. Train, 103 and to4 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains 101 and 402 sleepers between Louisville,Memphis and New Orleans Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Paducahand St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.GEO. C. WARPIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, III.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS.
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE VUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY itic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, 15c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NiLL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEWEABLN CC:10
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING2D BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS AO
nAPAINIESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINZ
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ,ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED TH-ATWE-WILL-
 
-TREAT YOU RIGHT AND.
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
ea
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, . PADUCAH. KIA
MAUR, triN6ER & co.
Subscribe for The Register
NIP
-
••
7,7141='77,441V111111111,111111.111,_
BILIOUS!
TAKE A
BILE CAPSULE.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
Friday Morning Oct 27, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. VVhitesides, osteopath,
;4°9 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old roe
.and New 761.
—Capt. Joe ' VVlood continues im-
proving at the tiospitat
—The little son of Contractor John
Lane is suffering from a broken wrist
caused by falling from a node be was
—Fair arxl warmer weather is the
prediction for today. Yesterday wa.s
calm and bright and last night was
not unpleasant.
—This afte rn at 3 o'clock the
Ladies! Miite society of the First
"'baptist church meets with Mrs.
Long, of 414 Waslington street.
Shouse was yesterday
,dischiarged from Riverside hospital
as cored, he having been confined
there for six weeks with intermittent
fever.
—Yesterday's delightful. weather
helped draw many people to the city.
There Were more visitor* in the city
than seen heretofore for some
montes
—Yesterday afternoon Coroner
Charles Crow buried Eliza Moore,
colored. who died the night before
on Harris street without a physician,
othich necessitatedf an inquest that
showed death was due to natural.
causes.
—It is understood that Capt. Noel
Gaines, of the state militia, has of-
fered several hurolrea dollars to com-
promise the $to,000 damage suit,
brought against him by
Townsend of this city..
Gaines had the other placed in the
guardhouse without authority, dur-
ing the eocampatient here 'several
months ago. Townsend will not com-
promise for that.
A delightful entertainment will be
the recital ;riven he Mrs- George C. 
Parkerin the lecture room of the
Broadway M E. church Friday even.-
October 27. PiiCIS 35c am! 23c
ABOUT** PEOPLE
Mir. A. F. Miller, the republican
caudidate for coroner of this county,
ye-sterday returned from a two
monthof visit in Motilenberg county,
this. state.
Mrs. Dr. Robert Rivers is in Smith-
land for a visit tmrepatives .
Mrs. William Weeks, of Hopkins-
•yesterday returned home after
visiting *here ,
Mos. Aaron Hawley is in Rotmd
Knob, Ill., for a visit.
Lawyein W. V. Eaton has returned
from a trip to Chicago.
Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimeo
of the oFultott- district for the I. C.,
was here yesterday.
Mrs. C. E. Whiteside will this even-
ing return from Coluenbils, Ind,
where she has been for several weeks
vlsititor her parents, Colpnel and Mrs.
john Crump. She will be accompan-
ied by her brother Mr. John F.
Crtanip, and Mr. N. F. Whitesideo
W. E. L. Bather, of the company
-Intklrersclent telephone
any here, yesterday went to Bir-
ng/ham, Ala., on business.
Do. Horace Rivers, wife and son
have returned trom hunting and fish-
ing in Baltard county.
firs. A. E. Beard, of Owensboro,
yesterday returned home after visit-
ing her niece, Mass Ora Leigh.
Mr. Sydney Loeb yesterday re-
turned from a drumming tour
through the southwest.
Olarles Kiger yesterday went
to Evansville on If drucoming trip.
Capt. J. B. Lord, the tie man, an-
rived here from Chicago yesterday
tone-fling.
—Employes of the Fifth and Jeffer-
son street laundry yesterday at noon
rushed down to Broadway when the
parade 'pa, sed, and left no one in the
office. Returning they found that
thieves had entered, taken the cash
drawer contents of 95 cents and
thrown the drawer on the floor.
Masonic Notice.
Padocah Council, No. 32, R. & S.
M., will meet Mondoy night, October
3o. at 7:30 o'clock sharp, to confer
the cryptic degrees
JAS. E. WILHELM, Master.
CHAS. HOLLIDAY, Recorder.
o--Boyd Schaffer, of GT2PCS county,
Wife - arrested yesterday at .noon, be-
ing drunk' and very disorderly, his
loud yells at Third and Kentucky
avenue attracting a big 'crowd. Offi-
cers Johnson, Clark, Churchhill arid
MIsketmaster Smedley had a tough
time getting him to the hall.
Wt Lave e'm to sell—you want
'ern-5-A Plush Robes, $2:50 to Via.
Powell-Rogers Co.
The investigations of the authori-
ties has failed to develop why Miss
Mary Jane Coley, of Cleveland. sui-
cides} recently in New York.
SubscrThe For The Register.
YOU ARE IN VITED TO A
Free Demonstration
OF
Cheek-Neal Coffee Company's
Maxwell House Blend Coffee
'TIS RICH IN FLAVOR. 'TIS CHARMING AND A HEALTH
PROMOTING BEVERAGE; A DRINK THAT WILL NOT INEBRI-
ATE, IT SOOTHES AND COM FORTS TPIE AGED AND NERVES
THE ARM OF THE WARRIOR I N BATTLE. COME, TASTE
AND SEE. ALL THIS WEEK AT
L B. Ogilvie & Co
328-330-332 BR.OADW AY.
IT IS A BLEND OF THE FIN EST COFFEES GROWN. A RARE
TREAT—TAKE. ApVANTAGE OF IT,
lb SEALES AIR TIGHT CANS 35c; 3 lb CANS $I 00.
BAKER, ECCLES & CO DISTRIBUTORS.
SHORT CHANGED
TWO MEN WORKED VLAHO-
LEAS OUT OF $5 , Y. ES-
TERDAY.
Will Brewer Arrested for Carrying a
• Revolver — W. W. Lindsey
, Knocked Down by Nick Smith
It seems that a crowd of short-
changers struck the city yesterday
with the cirrus, but as yet report has
been made of only one victim siainned
out of money. He was Junes Vla-
holeas, the confectioner of Broad'way
near Taira street. Two men went in
there, one tall and one very low mien,
and after making a little purcha.se,
shoved out a bas, and then in the
usual manner pulled it back and
pushed others forward, until& the cash-
ier 'was confused. Afteei they left it
was found the manipulation of the
coin ca-used the cash box to -turn
up short $5.
••••/.01•••••••••
Had His Weapon..
Will Brewer. white, was arrested
last night by Officers Gourieux and
Alexander, opt on Court street,
charged with carrying a 'concealed
weapon, there being found on his per-
son a 32-ealiber revolver. Brewer is
from Arkansas.
Downed by One Blow.
W. W. Lindsey, of the Ingleside
section of 4Barllardocounty, got drunk
ogsterday on timing to see the cirs
cu, and while at Third and Broad-
way walked up to Nick Smith and
called him a vile name without cause.
Snide promptly knocked (him down
with one stiff blow which broke the
skin on'Lindhey's face and caused the
blood to stream out considlerably.
Lindsey was arrested by Officers Ter-
cell and Cross. The fight happened
just as the parade was going by.
Smith is a leather. wordoer at Reh-
kopfs factory.
Picked His Pocket, -
Mr. W. C. Carney, of Gokuncia, re-
ported1 to the police that he ware
standing at Third and Broadlway
watching the parade go by, when he
happened to fed in 'his pocket and
found aortae one had touched Biro for
found some one had touched him
for $6.
Money in Timber Lands.
Fortunes have been made and can
easily be made today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily centered with timber, at a nominal
price, holding the hind for a few years
and then selling the timber at twice
the price the land and timber both
cost and then have the land cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purcha-se price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a propos:-
60n_ of this kind in 1,600 acres of
land in Arkansos at oniy $3.5o per
acre. One-third cash, balance z and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This land when
clear will rent for $5.0o per acre per
year. Full particulars on reque.a.
EDGAR W. WHaTEMORE REAL
ESTATE AGENCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
WOMEN IN POLITICAL RACE.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 26.— The hot-
test sod of a fight is being waged in
this county by two worries, candi-
dates for the office of superintendent
of county schools. The detnocrats
some weeks ago named Mrs. Rose
N. Stonestreet as their choice for the
office and later the fusionists selected
Mrs. Lizzie H. Dean, of Jefferson-
town, as the one woman who could
probably beat the standard-bearer of
the opposition.
Both women are very popular and
from the way in which they are going
about it appear fuHy to under tared
the game of politoo
Leaps Into a WM.
East Berintadt, Ky., Oct. 26—Es-
quire C. C.. JOInison, held an inquest
over tfie body of Mrs. Mothews, Who
lived near Pittsburg, which resulted
in a verdict of suicide by (homing.
Ms. Mathews, who had been of un-
sound grind, for some time; and had
been closely watched by, friends and
relatives to keep her from doing her-
self any harm, slipped out of the
house lute last, evening and jumped
into an gild well filled with wool-,
where the was found by her husband
thirty minutes later, dead.
The children of Chas. C. Breuer, of
Cincinnati, have asked that a 'receiver
be appointed for their father's estate
to keep him Prom giving his posses-
sions to a second wife.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room boast.
Inquire 1°18 Trimble street.
FOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadveay. Ring old phone 613-4.
STRAYED—One gray pony, 12
hands high; foritop sheared, Return
to 730 Jefferson street and be re-
wardedi.
FOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
hogany library furniture, also hard
coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street.
FOR RENT—Two cottages; one
5 roams, one 6 rooms; modern con-
viencies. Adams street between Fifth
and Sixth. Apply on premises.
WANTED—By Chicago wholesale
and mail order house, assistant man-
ager (man or woman) for this county
and adjoining territory. Salary tata
and expenses paid weekly; expense
money advanced. Work pleasant;
position permanent. No investment
or experience required. Write at
once for full particulars and enclose
self-addressed envelope. Thomas J.
Cooper & Co., 132 Lake street, Chi-
cago, Ill.
RAILROAD RATE LEGISLATION
Senate Committee in Charge Called
to Meet First of Month.
Washington, Oct. 26.—Senator El-
kilos chairman of the senate commit-
tee on interstate conwnerce, has call-
ed a meeting of that committee for
the azst of November for the pur-
pose of considering the testimony
taken early in the summer relative to
the regulation of the railroad rates
with the ultimate view of reporting/4
bill to the senate.
Ever since the hearingo on the sub-
ject closed the committee has had
two experts and a number of c
employed 'compiling information
the use of the committee and the
ate.. Ilaey ,have collected a large
mass cd data and have it in shape
available for the committee's
The committee will take up the
tire subject as if no bill had been con
sidered heretofore, but it is expected
the chairman will be prepared to prio
sent a measure of his own as a basis
for discussion. Senator Foraker also
has a bill which will receive elinsider-
at ion.
It is expected that when once con-
oerred the committee will continue its
work until the opening of congress
op December 4, and it is by no
means probable that it will crinclgile
by that time.
RUSSIAN LOAN IS
ARRANGED Fat.
United States Gets But Sao,000,aoo,
Francs Taking Half of Total.
Paris; Oct. 26.—Bankers forming
the syndicate attach is taking up the
French portigin of the Russian I
received a dispatch yesterday from
the French delegates at St. Peters-
burg announcing that the negotiations
bave been completed, that the con-
tract is aigned and that the delegates
are returning to Paris October z7
The local bankers any the French
portion is $130,000,000. The German
portion is $8o,000,000 and Great Brit-
ain and the United States will take
$2,0000,000 each.
The rate of interest is said to be 4
per tent. and it is expected to sell
the bond, at about oo.
George Webster, who ham had a
marvelous criminal eecord for twenty
years, WIL3 arrested in Chicago after
a despeate fight. Ile served a term
in the Frankfort penitentiary, lie is
reputed to be the nephew of a former
governor of Missouri.
Officers 'of the interstane com-
merce law convention, which is to
meet in Chicagolli6 indorse President
Rooseveles plan of railway rate reg-
.tion, claim+ that the raOroads are
making an effort to pack the meet-
ing. •
A. Mlueller; a Nevacic ranchrnati,
attempted to give away $6,351 in Chi-
cago, but waosiblocked by a police-
man who ehouseht Mueller was an
Indiana bank buorior.
Presideat Elliott, of Harvard, say,:
football must cease to be r'.,ta or
cease altogether- so far as. his se i
is concerned
wANTsteMlIZIA54.fAIAMMYAlt414/4 •
1/ for Autos and Carriages
1
1 PLUSH LAP ROBES 11 1
I Paducah Saddlery Co. t
o
Newest Styles
"Chase" Best Grades "Stroock"
Handsomest Patterns
FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
•MailFiFVAVSAFIRSVIMFWIFV/FWI•
Nowhere in Paducah
DO YOU FIND SUCH BARGAINS IN GUITARS AS ARE OFFERED
AT
HARBOUR'S B04)K DEPARTMENT
A BIG ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM.
Think of a solid Oak Guitar for $2.951111 WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THIS? We will furniih you a fine guitar or mandolin
and • COUTlit Of 25 lella01211 by a fini teacher for $12.5o, payable $3.00
a month.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
USE KEVIL'S
Hrietocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
1 • the Buffet e107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETW. C. Gray, Proprietor.FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIESEverything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
 • 
%) 45W CV 19 eket
At W. Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
YOU GO ELSEWHERE
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
NIL 4
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Braadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Galvanizod Rubber Roofing war-
ranted 'tor steep or fiat roof or over
old ohinglet, req.-arcs no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agent,.
Dr. Lillard D Sanders has rem, v
ed his office from the Truehcart
building to his. residedhe, 318 South
Sixth street, opposite court house.
S-A Horse Blankets are the best.
Sold by Powell-Rogers Co.
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S,!:PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.
Both 'Phones 295: Prompt Delivery Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
• V
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